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Abstract
Message rou/ng is a fundamental requirement of digital communica/on between networked
computers. Protocols have been developed and improved over /me to address new and varying
requirements involving number of endpoints, distances involved, expected data rates, overall
bandwidth, allowed error rates and maximum latency.
Comments are included concerning the history and features of diﬀerent message protocols, and
the deﬁciencies that have arisen due to the eﬀects of modulariza/on and the accre/on of
stopgap solu/ons. Special aEen/on is directed toward aEempts to build security on top of
dated and insecure founda/ons.
A proposal for a secure, very high speed, stateless rou/ng protocol to replace TCP/IP and
streaming data implementa/ons is presented. The proposal includes bit-level descrip/ons of
the opera/on of router hardware ranging from small LAN-scale routers through backbone
infrastructure-scale equipment. Security is of paramount concern and rou/ng is accomplished
without revealing the iden//es of the Originator or Des/na/on. The existence of connec/ons is
known only to the endpoints. There is no arbitrary limita/on to the size of individual messages.
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Background
Modern internet connec/vity is based on a set of protocols originally designed in the 1980’s for
the interconnec/on of computers into a local area network (LAN). These protocols have been
adapted and extended to connect ever-increasing numbers of computers using more and more
sophis/cated wired and wireless media. Data rates and volumes have increased exponen/ally.
Security requirements are now cri/cal to ensure the availability, secrecy and integrity of all
communica/ons. Adversaries have grown from thrill-seeking hackers to na/on-states and global
criminal organiza/ons.
The Internet Protocol (IP) routes datagrams based on the Source and Des/na/on IP Address
contained within each packet. This is accomplished through the use of lookup tables held by
each router and Gateway Addresses that act as catch-alls for unresolved des/na/ons. All route
segments are point-to-point.
The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) adds to the basic IP protocol by allowing connec/ons
between endpoints. Establishing a connec/on means that bi-direc/onal traﬃc can be handled
reliably between the two endpoints. This supports the common instance of a simple request
followed by a large response such as loading web pages. In addi/on, latency along the route
may be stabilized, helping to ensure acceptable performance for voice and video streams.

TCP/IP Deficiencies
Rou*ng requires every router to contain lookup tables to be used to enable handling of any
possible packet that might be received. These tables must be con/nuously updated and
maintained in order to support new connec/ons in a /mely manner.
Connec*ons require every router to maintain a table of ac/ve connec/ons in order to speed the
handling of bi-direc/onal data messages for the connec/on.
Maintaining Connec*ons requires periodic transmission of keep-alive messages along
otherwise idle paths in order to prevent /meouts and the unwanted discarding of connec/on
table entries.
Timeouts are used for automa/c clearing of failures, rese]ng connec/ons and retransmi]ng
dropped packets. Incorrect and arbitrary values for these /meouts lead to hung connec/ons,
slow recovery, poor network performance and inexplicable failures.
Security is compromised by the presence of both the source and des/na/on IP address of the
connec/on in plain text in every packet. This means that an adversary monitoring any router in
the path may iden/fy and log the iden//es of the correspondents, as well as the nature,
frequency and volume of traﬃc.
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OSI Protocol Layers Considered Harmful
The Open System Interconnect (OSI) Protocol Layer concept is designed to isolate and
encapsulate each of the features of a telecommunica/on process in order to simplify the design
and troubleshoo/ng of complex networks. This “object orienta/on” was widely viewed as the
future of systems architecture in the late 20th century.
Unfortunately, fundamental
architectural requirements do not ﬁt into this strict hierarchy and only the most elementary
network topologies can be directly supported.
The glaring example that I address in this paper is the conﬂa/on of the Session, Transport and
Network Layers necessary to the implementa/on of modern communica/ons.
The Network Layer (3) requires access to rou/ng tables and address lookups in order to
correctly recognize and route packets. The rou/ng tables may become arbitrarily large and must
be delivered and updated by mechanisms outside the OSI deﬁni/on. Rou/ng of individual
packets is handled on an individual basis with no provision for path diversity. Route
op/miza/on is not possible unless implemented within the tables loaded by an omniscient
outside source.
The Transport Layer (4) requires knowledge of packet segmenta/on to allow for simple
acknowledgement and other requirements designed to ensure reliable message transmission.
These requirements mean that sophis/cated protocols that could handle dropped packets,
burst errors, broadcast transmissions, asymmetric return paths, etc. are precluded due to the
arbitrary decision to install “reliable transmission” as a feature of precisely one layer. One need
only consider the abysmal performance of links involving geosta/onary satellites to recognize
that reliability should not be the province of a low-level protocol.
The Session Layer (5) is intended to allow the establishment of a persistent session for the
exchange of large numbers of packets between two endpoints. This is all well and good, but (as
we have seen) the knowledge of connec/ons must leak into lower layers in order to ensure
consistent rou/ng of messages over the en/re life/me of the session.
Even simple opera/ons such as bridging network segments require hardware devices that are
capable of examining and understanding elements from all three of these layers. Furthermore,
transla/on - on the ﬂy - of ﬁelds in every packet is required. Tables of ac/ve sessions must be
maintained in devices that ideally would be stateless.
OSI myoipa has led to an ever-increasing number of patchwork solu/ons designed to allow
direct communica/on between non-adjacent protocol layers. Concepts, computa/ons and
storage that righfully would belong in one layer ﬁnd themselves within the province of other
layers.
Altogether, the goals of simpliﬁca/on, isola/on and testability have not been realized.
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Limitations to Bandwidth Utilization
Most modern network opera/ons require hundreds or thousands of independent, short-term
connec/ons. Examples include loading graphical web pages.
Frequently this means building up and tearing down mul/ple connec/ons - including
cryptographic security nego/a/ons - between the same two endpoints, with each connec/on
making a single request to transfer a single /ny ﬁle. Interes/ngly, caches do not reduce the
number of required connec/ons, but do reduce the amount of data transferred with the same
connec/on overhead: Responses are simply converted into “Nothing changed here” indicators.
Limita/ons in the implementa/on mean that only a small number of connec/ons can occur
concurrently.
Combining limited concurrency, excessive overhead and inherent end-to-end delays means that
the promise of high-bandwidth physical links cannot be realized.

Limitations to Connection Security
1. All Internet protocol (IP) messages reveal the addresses of the connec/on endpoints in plain
text to all intermediary routers and links.
2. Requests and responses travel back and forth over the same set of routers.
3. The choice of Transport Layer Protocol (Layer 4 - frequently TCP) is also iden/ﬁed in plain
text to all intermediaries.
4. There is no guarantee that routes used by one protocol are the same as the routes used by
another. The ability for an adversary to detect traﬃc types makes it easy for them to lie
about routes or /mings, thus defea/ng even ICMP TRACEROUTE as a security check.
5. This same packet analysis is what bad actors use to defeat net neutrality. ThroEling and
priori/za/on is only possible because of access to the informa/on unnecessarily revealed in
packet headers.
None of these situa/ons would be allowed in modern networking where design-for-security is
paramount.
Human Rights
The security and privacy of Internet Communica/ons are a human rights issue.
The exis/ng protocols and logging capabili/es are completely open to abuse.
Poten/al threats come from ISPs, telecom carriers, government agencies, casual and criminal
hackers and adversarial na/on-states.
TCI/IP headers contain private informa/on that is only a /ny step away from being personally
iden/ﬁable. Given any single outside source of iden/ty informa/on every TCP/IP header would
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become Personally Iden/ﬁable Informa/on and thus fall under the European General Data
Protec/on Regula/on (GDPR). These rules require opt-in for data collec/on, disclosure of all
stored informa/on and the ability to delete that informa/on upon demand. This means that a
strict interpreta/on would require that every traﬃc log of every router in the en/re Internet
would be subject to these rules.
Furthermore, every rou/ng decision would require secure logging since the handling of user’s
data (the TCP/IP headers) must be treated as conﬁden/al and only available to approved
par/es.
This makes the “typos” in Border Gateway Protocol tables - the ones that route all traﬃc
through China - clear viola/ons of GDPR.
Of concern is the fact that the current Internet implementa/on simply cannot be made secure.
It is not possible for any node or router to know what will happen to a packet once it is
transmiEed. Any traﬃc can be diverted to any des/na/on, selec/vely or in bulk. Any aEempt
to prevent diversion (such as precisely se]ng the TTL value by the sender) can be easily
defeated by an adversary who simply rewrites the value.
Traﬃc logging of not only Headers but message data can be clandes/nely inserted at any point
in the network. This informa/on will include the full text of all sent and received data during a
connec/on.
As currently implemented the fundamental structure of the Internet may become an
unresolvable human rights viola/on.
John Gilmore’s aphorism “The net interprets censorship as damage and routes around it”
applies only to a limited or unskilled censor. If the censor is the owner-operator of your en/re
country’s Internet the concept of “rou/ng around it” becomes moot.
Na*onal Security
The telecom infrastructure that embodies the Internet is a na/onal asset for any country.
Ensuring that it remains secure and intact is a primary goal of both companies and na/ons. The
fact that the Internet is cri/cal to all aspects of modern life makes it a prime target for na/onal
adversaries. Major disrup/ons to a na/ons economy can be caused by compara/vely trivial
manipula/ons of vulnerable communica/ons.
The fact that control of the power grid, surface and air transporta/on, emergency services,
hospitals, ﬁnancial systems, environmental monitoring, etc. all rely on security-throughobscurity means that casual aEacks are likely to succeed. The presence of “we don’t want you
to know that” vulnerabili/es mean that industry-best-prac/ces such as comprehensive security
audits are not followed or ignored. AEackers with advanced knowledge are therefore even
more likely to be able to wreak major disrup/on.
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The reliance of these rickety systems on an underlying infrastructure that exhibits the
vulnerabili/es described in this paper means that a na/onal adversary seeking to cause
maximum damage would likely target aspects of the Internet itself instead of the systems of a
par/cular segment of the economy.
Secure communica/ons require robust, comprehensive encryp/on. Any actor that proposes
weak or incomplete encryp/on technology is advoca/ng vulnerability.
Making strong
encryp/on fundamental to the opera/on of the Internet itself at all levels should be in the
enlightened self-interest of any na/on.
Proper architecture of a secure Internet will go a long way toward protec/ng the less secure
legacy systems used by large segments of the economy. BeEer security provided by an
improved communica/ons architecture would reduce the risk of uncontrolled outside access to
cri/cal systems.
Endpoint Security
Informa/on is only as secure as the endpoints of the connec/on. One cannot expect privacy if
your correspondent takes screenshots of your illicit content. Absolute protec/on of content
during transport is the province of the network design. Managing that content at the endpoints
is up to the par/cipants.
Concerns of local Authori/es rightly target the behavior of their own individual ci/zens, and the
endpoints that they control. Nefarious endpoints (individuals or corpora/ons) are subject to
local standards that vary widely depending on geographic loca/on.
Communica/ons architectures should ensure protec/on of content en-route and should
absolutely prevent malefactors, or lazy law enforcement, from arm-chair access to wholesale
network traﬃc.
Replacing HDCP
The High-bandwidth Digital Content Protec/on (HDCP) mechanism is designed to provide a
secure tunnel between a source of protected content and a presenta/on device. The idea is to
prevent unauthorized duplica/on of the content. HDCP must work in an oﬄine mode and is
based on a set of secret keys embedded within each presenta/on device.
It is likely that zealous content-protec/on hardware could be designed that encloses the en/re
Phase Iden/ﬁca/on mechanism and its parameters within a secure hardware enclave.
Envisioning the content player as an endpoint would allow the stream elements to be securely
directed to the only device capable of decoding and reassembling the content. This would allow
a three-party nego/a/on between the “media player device”, the “media player user interface
sokware” and the content provider.
The user interface would provide authoriza/on creden/als (i.e. subscrip/on login) and
scrubbing instruc/ons. It would be a network endpoint and would remain in contact with the
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content provider. The desired data stream would be directed to a diﬀerent endpoint ac/ng as
the media player device. Nego/a/on between the content provider and the media player
device node would establish the decoding parameters (i.e. Phase Iden/ﬁca/on parameters)
required to recover the required data.
Ideally, this nego/a/on would be a zero-knowledge proof. The intent is to prevent the
(nefarious) content provider from linking the (personally iden/ﬁable) iden/ty of the media
player device (i.e. the endpoint unique ID) with the login account and requested content.
The content provider may be a distant networked node (YouTube, Neflix) or a local “oﬄine”
copy of (e.g., purchased) content. The three-party nego/a/on implemented over the network
would be at least as (in)secure as the stored-secret implementa/on used by HDCP, but
considerably more ﬂexible.
The workload on the servers of a large content provider can be dras/cally reduced by
elimina/ng the redundant compression and encryp/on processes used for each user stream.
Bulk content can be staged at mul/ple geographic loca/ons and streamed to users with less
overhead by using the network’s Fragment Reassembly (Phase Iden/ﬁca/on) mechanism. The
transport system will be secure; the security of the content will be as good as that of the
endpoints.

Concerning Firewalls and Virtual Private Networks
Firewalls aEempt to provide network security by examining IP packets and allowing only
communica/on using approved protocols between approved endpoints.
Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) aEempt to provide connec/ons between anonymous endpoints
using protocols whose iden/ty remains hidden from outside observers.
Thus, Firewalls are defeated by VPNs and VPNs are only as secure as the VPN servers that act as
intermediate endpoints. In addi/on, the number of routers involved in handling VPN traﬃc is
frequently more than three /mes the number required for a “direct” route. Each of these
introduces addi/onal delays and provides addi/onal opportuni/es for adversarial ac/on.
Even though the link from the user into the VPN will be encrypted, simple traﬃc analysis can
reveal the nature of the protocols being used, the number and nature of the requests being
made and the size of the responses received.
VPN servers form choke-points that not only limit eﬀec/ve bandwidth but make easy targets for
monitoring by malefactors. Anonymous VPN implementa/ons such as The Onion Router (TOR)
are even more vulnerable in some cases since they allow an adversary to interpose their own
server into a connec/on path. The bidirec/onal nature of a TCP/IP connec/on ensures that all
traﬃc, in both direc/ons, will travel through the same TOR node. Successive connec/ons via
TOR may take diﬀerent paths, but there is no provision for path diversity within a single
connec/on.
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Firewalls and VPNs are not a real solu/on to secure communica/on, and in fact merely add
addi/onal vulnerabili/es and opportuni/es for exploita/on. The expanded threat surface
exposes traﬃc to addi/onal casual and sophis/cated adversaries. Every connec/on and piece
of ﬁrmware must be considered suspect, and carefully evaluated, if security is to be maintained.

Naming Conventions and Local Area Networks
In the early days of the Internet it seemed like a good idea to assign each computer a unique IP
address and create a lookup table to allow that address to be determined from a conveniently
memorable name. This meant that any computer could directly create a connec/on to any
other. Soon, however, it was discovered that many computers in a local network needed to be
separately administered and that a global naming / numbering scheme was unwieldy. Thus the
idea of unique IP addresses was expediently discarded, along with any hope of allowing any
computer to create a connec/on to any other on an arbitrary basis.
Instead of recognizing this fundamental ﬂaw in the Internet architecture and solving it
conceptually the various commiEees built a structure that (1) required Server Names to be
unique, (2) required connec/ons to be ini/ated by a Client to a Named Server, and (3) required
all intermediate routers to know and understand the concept of connec/ons, maintain IP
address transla/on tables for every connec/on that bridged network segments and rewrite the
header of every message that passed the router.
Managing the Domain Name directory was recognized to be problema/c so the concept of TopLevel Domains was created to allow mul/ple directories. An administrator would ensure that
each of the resul/ng domain names was unique. The requirement for uniqueness is arbitrary
and unnecessary. Everyone knows that you just need only type something close to a name into
a browser address bar, Google will give you a list of candidates, and you can choose one. The
lookup of a named computer and the required network route should inherently allow mul/ple
possibili/es and be fully automated at all protocol levels.
Secure registra/on, lookup and iden/ﬁca/on of par/cular servers can be made automa/c. Thus,
there is no reason that there should be charges for Domain Registra/on. Domain Squa]ng
should not be a problem and detec/ng Domain forgery should be a rou/ne part of the
opera/on of the network.
The fallacy of this increasing, distributed overhead should have been obvious from the early
days, but was hidden by the negligible cost of adding memory and processing power to
individual routers. With the advent of the Internet-of-Things the idea that one might wish for a
million devices to establish connec/ons into a single server is not outlandish. These connec/ons
must be persistent, secure and allow the Server to ini/ate a message to any of the million
Clients at any /me. It is unreasonable to expect keep-alive traﬃc from every device and it is
unreasonable to expect every intermediate router to need to maintain transla/on and rou/ng
informa/on for each of these connec/ons.
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Three things should be true today:
First, every connected device should have at least one unique iden/ﬁer (think of a GUID).
Second, every device should have the ability to publish its ID in one or more public or private
directories along with (not-necessarily unique) convenient names and rou/ng / accessibility
informa/on. This published informa/on can include signed Cer/ﬁcates, public keys and WHOISstyle informa/on.
Third, it should be possible for any device to be able to create a connec/on from one device to
any other device with no informa/on concerning the existence of the connec/on stored
anywhere except at the two endpoints.
Enabling these capabili/es is the primary goal of this paper.

Fixed-size Bit Fields
The use of arbitrary, ﬁxed-size bit ﬁelds as elements of protocol headers has caused problems
with every protocol. Arbitrary limita/ons introduced in this way are quite diﬃcult to overcome
and lead to layers of unnecessary overhead and increased vulnerabili/es.
A very fundamental example of the ﬂaws inherent in arbitrary ﬁeld sizes is the concept of the
character. The early, arbitrary decision to make the eight-bit byte the basis of the character set
used by the network naming system has resulted in ever-increasing headaches. This decision
seemed reasonable when the “only” character set was ASCII. Even then, the astute observer
would see key ﬂaws. The lack of even basic currency symbols for foreign transac/ons should
have raised alarm. Now the bizarre implementa/ons of “mul/-byte character sequences” used
in domain names, and CHARSET= designators in HTML headings have become necessary.
Fixed length IP addresses and ﬁxed length port numbers are obviously problema/c limita/ons.
Less obvious are hop counters (TTL values), protocol numbers, segment numbers and packet
lengths. A properly designed protocol should have no need for any of these concepts, much less
be limited by arbitrary bit-conserving decisions.
All rou/ng elements will have a ﬁnite number of possible connec/ons between ports. This
Crosspoint number represents the selec/on of a connec/on from one Input port to one Output
port. During ini/al route discovery, this crosspoint number will be determined. A rou/ng
Coupon indica/ng this Crosspoint number may be speciﬁed by simply appending an appropriate
sequence of bits to the route header. No disclosure of the iden/ty of the par/cular ports or the
“addresses” of the par/cular routers need be made. Furthermore, the iden/ty of the Originator
or desired Des/na/on will never be present in a header. This Sequen/al Rela/ve Rou/ng (SRR)
can completely replace the absolute address rou/ng that plagues current implementa/ons.
See the sec/on on Bit-Eﬃcient Serial Representa/on of Small Integers.
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In addi/on, the values used in Sequen/al Rela/ve Rou/ng can be obfuscated and dynamic so
that even messages over the same virtual connec/on between endpoints would have
uncorrelated header values.

DNS, DHCP and Other Questionable Inventions
Conﬁgura/on of a network and subsequent crea/on of arbitrary connec/ons between nodes
requires some conven/ons that have evolved throughout the history of the Internet.
In order to establish the names of par/cular nodes for human convenience as well as the
opera/on of rou/ng algorithms, the concept of the Domain Name Server (DNS) was
introduced. The DNS is essen/ally an ad-hoc transla/on table rela/ng arbitrary text names with
numeric IP addresses. It turns out that the implementa/on is insecure, vulnerable, slow, limited
and creates unexpected distributed overhead due to caching “recent” lookups. The top-down
tree structure used to distribute “authorita/ve” changes to DNS entries, the slow propaga/on
of changes, the ability of anyone suﬃciently capable to change any DNS entry and the lack of
entry veriﬁca/on or valida/on are all cri/cal issues.
The Dynamic Host Conﬁgura*on Protocol (DHCP) is an aEempt to create unique iden/ﬁers for
machines connected to local network segments. It reduces administra/ve overhead by assigning
arbitrary IP addresses to each network port. Unfortunately there is no provision for humanfriendly names or documenta/on of the arbitrary address assignments. The implementa/on
also introduces the concepts of Leases, Renewals, Expira/on, and other arbitrary, headacheinducing features. It also reinforces the concepts of Gateway Addresses for routers on the
network segment, and arbitrary, administrator-assigned IP addresses for the DNS Servers.
As a maEer of policy, no autonomous network element should incorporate /mers or /meouts.
AEempts to retry failed communica/ons, for example, should be done at the Originator’s
behest. Isolated black boxes, trying to “do the right thing” will inevitably do exactly the wrong
thing under certain circumstances. It is axioma/c that standard, one-size-ﬁts-all /meouts and
retry limits will be subop/mal and no one will adjust them aker deployment. The interac/ons
of mul/ple autonomous boxes like this form an exploitable weakness in the design.
Independent, uncoordinated /meouts and retries at diﬀerent nodes can easily cause diﬃcul/es
in one node to be reported as a failure by a completely diﬀerent node. This eﬀec/vely defeats
any aEempt to create error reports or logs. Most errors cannot reasonably be corrected by
retransmission. Having independent nodes repeatedly trying a failed connec/on and expec/ng
diﬀerent results is the deﬁni/on of insanity - and it is contagious.
The necessity of /meouts to release resources related to connec/on maintenance aker a failure
can be mi/gated (as proposed throughout this paper) by simply elimina/ng any storedknowledge of a connec/on in the ﬁrst place.
The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is a method of exchanging rou/ng and reachability
informa/on among systems sharing par/cular IP Rou/ng Preﬁxes. In order to perform the
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required opera/ons, the Internet is broken into Autonomous Systems (ASs) which are assigned
Autonomous System Numbers (ASNs), each of which are controlled by independent
organiza/ons that are responsible for rou/ng within their par/cular Autonomous System.
Conﬁgura/on and interconnec/on between Autonomous Systems is handled manually. Rou/ng
and Reachability rules are exchanged among all ASs via a fully connected mesh network over
TCP connec/ons. It kind-of works OK - if you don’t mind having your emails secretly routed
through China.
Transport Layer Security (TLS) and the older Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) are methods of
nego/a/ng and enabling end-to-end encryp/on for a TCP/IP connec/ons between a client and
host. Both of these protocols use an elaborate message sequence to perform a handshake that
nego/ates a set of op/ons, secrets, keys and cer/ﬁcates prior to beginning the actual data
exchange. The subsequent data exchange uses the selected algorithm and keys which are
unique to each session / connec/on. The number of fundamental ﬂaws in this approach is
surprising. First, the handshake sequence is unnecessarily long and signiﬁcantly slows the
construc/on of every secure connec/on. Typically only the Server is authen/cated - the Client
that ini/ates the connec/on provides no proof of iden/ty. The unique keys for each connec/on
must be maintained at each endpoint for the dura/on of the connec/on. There is no guarantee
that the route traversed by the individual messages is the intended one. There is also no
provision for path diversity for a given connec/on. Any dropped messages will typically trigger a
full renego/a/on of the encryp/on system. Thus, streaming connec/ons exhibit unexpected
failure modes and higher-level techniques for out-of-order message assembly are rendered
ineﬀec/ve.
As with all Cer/ﬁcate-based authen/ca/on decisions, the overall trustworthiness is based on
trus/ng a par/cular authority. This typically involves a list of Trusted Authority public keys
stored in the Client. All cer/ﬁcates are only as secure as the DNS service, which (as we have
seen) is neither trustworthy or secure. Cer/ﬁcate expira/on is problema/c for long-lived
connec/ons since the cer/ﬁcate is only checked when the connec/on is established. Cer/ﬁcate
revoca/on is problema/c since there is no reliable loca/on to query for speciﬁc revoca/ons and
doing such a query would add even more superﬂuous messages and extraneous connec/ons to
the handshake sequence.

Message Lengths, Fragmentation and Streaming
In general, the purpose of a telecommunica/ons connec/on is to transfer an arbitrary block of
informa/on from an Originator to a Des/na/on. The size of this block of informa/on may be
arbitrarily large or small, and may, in fact, be unlimited in length or dura/on. Addi/onally, this
should be accomplished with high bandwidth, low latency and negligible error rates.
Real world considera/ons concerning increasing data transfer rates and limited computa/onal
speeds meant that a store-and-forward architecture for most computers and routers was
appropriate. Once the decision was made that each router should store the en/re message
before sending it on its next hop, the ques/on became “How big can a message be?” This led to
the concept of the Message Transfer Unit (MTU) which is usually (arbitrarily) set to something
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like 1500 bytes. As with any performance or capacity ﬁgure given in rela/on to computers,
YMMV. With the addi/on of headers and error detec/on/correc/on bits the actual eﬀec/ve
data transfer rates and overhead percentage of a par/cular physical link are revealed only
through arcane divina/on.
In order to support a reasonable conceptual architecture at higher protocol levels the details of
packing large amounts of data into small packets was pushed to lower layers in the OSI stack.
The techniques of packe/zing, transmi]ng, acknowledging, retransmi]ng when necessary,
sequencing and reassembling message segments are all handled invisibly. This black-box, onesize-ﬁts-all approach is perfectly adequate conceptually but becomes evermore complex and
unwieldy as addi/onal modern requirements are added. Most notably, making reliability a lowlevel feature precludes the possibility of higher-level, bulk error correc/on being used to handle
communica/on errors and drop-outs. This becomes especially onerous with examples such as
high-speed links with large latencies where a single corrupt packet causes large volumes of data
to be redundantly transmiEed aker the long (round-trip) delay required by the NAK. Even a
minimal error rate under such circumstances can make an OSI protocol stack unusable.
Modern data encoding, synchroniza/on, correla/on and forward error correc/on techniques
make the eﬀec/ve bit-error rate negligible in most physical links. Of much greater concern is
full-scale drop-outs and burst errors which frequently cause connec/on failures.
Advanced techniques such as path diversity cannot be implemented at low levels and require
signiﬁcant storage and computa/onal power.
Implemen/ng bulk error correc/on and
sequencing of large shards of data received from mul/ple sources in randomized order is
reasonable to expect at the Des/na/on endpoint. Once these high-level features are given, it
becomes unnecessary to devote any resources at all to the inadequate, low-level
implementa/ons.
Tradi/onally, packe/za/on has been used to address the following issues:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Data-rate adapta/on between diﬀerent links
Error detec/on
Error correc/on via coding or retransmission
Mul/plexing connec/ons or data streams
Rou/ng data in virtual connec/ons over physical links
Equitable sharing of bandwidth among mul/ple users.

Examples abound of protocols piled willy-nilly on top of other protocols as a New and BeEer
Idea™ tries to patch a fundamental design ﬂaw. A case in point is the use of H.264 for
mul/media streaming. The goal is to encode a mul/media presenta/on containing mul/ple
video resolu/ons, color depth and aspect ra/os, audio including stereo and surround sound,
descrip/ve cap/oning in various languages, and other features such as thumbnails, alternate
camera views, commentary, and picture-in-picture. The advanced MPEG-like data compression
and encoding of mo/on video is just one /ny, interchangeable part of the standard. Once the
compute-intensive encoding process is completed, the resul/ng H.264 ﬁle can be used for
things like Blu-Ray discs.
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Now consider the goal of streaming a mul/media presenta/on over a telecommunica/ons link.
The H.264 format is one giant ﬁle with a bunch of interspersed slices: each slice encodes
por/ons of content data, algorithm parameters or control informa/on. Much eﬀort goes into
making it possible to scrub forward and backward within a presenta/on and get the diﬀerent
media properly synchronized for presenta/on. Data-rate adapta/on and display resolu/on
adjustments make it possible to handle such situa/ons as arise when using mobile devices over
poor-quality connec/ons.
The problem with all of this is that the H.264 ﬁle has all of these slices randomly strung together
in a wonderfully bit-eﬃcient manner. This makes it easy for a Blu-Ray player with almost no
memory or processing power to “kind-of” play the video. Conversely, it makes it quite diﬃcult
for a streaming server to respond intelligently to user’s screen sizes, scrubbing requests and
dynamic varia/ons in network performance. All of the diﬀerent media types are separated into
diﬀerent slices and each have CODEC opera/ng parameters and state informa/on that must be
obtained before any presenta/on can occur. This means that any selected point in the
presenta/on requires obtaining an arbitrary number of slices from an arbitrary set of prior
points in the stream. And there is no ability to request or index these slices: the only possibility
is to “back up a ‘ways and take a run at it”. Some/mes this works; some/mes you wind up with
audio out of sync, corrupt video, frozen images, etc.
The en/re concept of mul/ple, independent data streams, interspersed over a network, each
with independent rates, error correc/on and indexing is what telecommunica/ons protocols
should be good at. And yet, here we have another half-baked implementa/on trying to func/on
on a ﬂawed founda/on.

The Fallacy of the Address
There are four fundamental concepts that are required to create an Internet. Casually speaking,
we can describe them as follows:
Iden*ty: Basic, immutable, unique iden/ﬁer for a computer, node or server
Name: Friendly name that may be associated with a server
Address: Designator that allows sending messages between computers, node and servers
Route: The path between two endpoints that traverses mul/ple nodes
Misunderstanding the importance of each of these, and conﬂa/ng their nature in the early days
has let to most of the current Badness Of The Internet™. The casual descrip/ons above hint at
the problem: there is no rigor in the deﬁni/ons. In fact, the early internet had no actual concept
of Iden/ty. Any computers that answered at a par/cular IP address were deemed to be
equivalent. Even modern implementa/ons can mistakenly assign the same IP address to
mul/ple computers, leading to faults, connec/on hijacking and leakage of informa/on. Due to
the geographical and administra/ve structure of IP addresses there is frequently an inten/onal
reassignment of previously used addresses. Any reuse at all aﬀects logs, caches, ﬁrewalls,
rou/ng and all aspects of security.
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Confusion abounds when the very structure of an Address gets associated with or implies
par/cular regions or directories. Limita/ons within such conﬂated iden/ﬁers make it impossible
for a par/cular des/na/on to retain its address as network conﬁgura/ons change.
The presence of mul/ple Name Servers for redundancy, expedience and op/miza/on means
that name lookup failures and conﬂicts will occur. The lack of tolerance of such failures and the
expecta/on of perfect performance from the Name Server system - even in the presence of
ac/ve adversaries - is a serious design ﬂaw.
The requirement for an unambiguous, unique Iden/ty for every node was not recognized during
the forma/ve years of the Internet and is s/ll not a feature of any end-to-end networking
system. AEempts to prevent conﬂicts based on MACs or ESNs are stopgap measures
implemented casually within the Physical or Data Link layers of the OSI model. These
surprisingly short unique iden/ﬁers have problems with the infrastructure used to assign them
to speciﬁc hardware, their ease of forgery, the impossibility of valida/on or revoca/on, etc.
Further, the reali/es of administra/on result in the assignment of blocks of numbers to
par/cular manufacturers. This allows an adversary to obtain informa/on about the physical
hardware implementa/on of a par/cular port and more easily look for poten/al vulnerabili/es
in a speciﬁc company’s drivers.
Ideally, the Iden/ty should be a cryptographic public/private key pair. This would allow secure
interroga/on of the public iden/ty of a par/cular element without the possibility of forgery or
accidental duplica/on. These Iden//es should be able to be assigned to hardware devices,
ports, physical and virtual links and ephemeral connec/ons. Any of these elements may be the
owner of mul/ple Iden//es as required. Iden//es may be generated as needed and discarded
when compromised or no longer needed.
A key concept is that end-to-end encryp/on is insuﬃcient. Modern security based on SSL/TLS is
designed to ensure that par/cular messages reach their des/na/on veriﬁably unaltered, unread
by third par/es and with authen/c sender and recipient. The two par/es have no ability to
control (or even know) the path taken by their messages. The ability of all intermediaries to log
informa/on rela/ng to the two endpoints, the volume of traﬃc, the /mes and rates of
transmission and the other concurrent connec/ons for each endpoint reveals far too much to a
skilled adversary.
The original idea of a Domain Name Service - allowing a name to lookup an IP address obscures a deep-rooted fallacy. The idea that I can reach any computer by just knowing its IP
address ignores these facts:
1. Local Area addresses (e.g., 192.168.*.*) are not reachable from outside the LAN,
2. A web site located on a shared server requires both an IP address and full URL.
3. Security cer/ﬁcates are only issued to URLs, not IP addresses

Failure to Learn From the Post Oﬃce and Phone Company
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The Post Oﬃce has a long history of performing message delivery between arbitrary endpoints.
The only requirement for mail delivery is a valid, plain-text des/na/on address.
1. Messages may originate a virtually any point: an ordinary endpoint address, a post oﬃce
(intermediate node) or even be handed to a leEer carrier en-route.
2. Messages may be addressed to a physical address or an individual at that address.
3. Messages may held for pickup at a post oﬃce, either via a speciﬁc, temporary request or a
P.O. Box contract.
4. Messages may encounter forwarding instruc/ons from one address to another.
5. Messages may be deemed undeliverable and returned to an OPTIONAL return address
6. Messages may have associated return receipts handled automa/cally by the Post Oﬃce
7. Messages may require iden/ty veriﬁca/on before delivery to a par/cular address
8. Addresses are variable-length text strings and are extremely fault tolerant
9. Addresses generally represent a hierarchical approxima/on of geographic loca/ons but
par/cular elements such as street names or ZIP codes may change over /me without
aﬀec/ng delivery of messages using older nota/ons.
10. Diﬀerent classes of mail can have diﬀerent associated costs and delivery latencies
11. All deliverable addresses are codiﬁed in a master directory that maps addresses to Zip+4
numbers
12. The size of an actual message is arbitrary, essen/ally unlimited and, in general, aﬀects only
the (prepaid) cost of message delivery
13. Postmarks not only conﬁrm payment for message delivery but establish the point in /me
and space at which the message entered the system
Shortly aker Don Ameche invented the telephone, a network of electrical connec/ons between
endpoints and central oﬃces arose. The central oﬃces allowed direct connec/on between any
two local endpoints. Extended connec/ons could be established by involving a hierarchy of
regional oﬃces covering longer distances.
1. Early operator-mediated calls could be placed by verbally naming the person or business
desired
2. Phone numbers were created to simplify the operator’s selec/on of holes in a plugboard.
3. Minimum-length phone numbers with no check digits or other error detec/on mechanisms
led to frequent wrong number situa/ons
4. Mul/-drop implementa/ons reduced wiring costs (party lines) and led to signaling
conven/ons to resolve diﬀerent desired endpoints along a single cable
5. The introduc/on of mechanical switching oﬃces (exchanges) using relays allowed
customers to directly enter a desired phone number using a pulse-coded representa/on
6. All calls were point-to-point, bidirec/onal and real-/me. Connec/ons that could not be
established resulted in a variety of busy signals or intercept tones.
7. A small number of switching registers were shared among a large number of physical phone
lines. This led to the possibility of Denial of Service when too many callers aEempted to dial
at the same /me
8. Phone Directories containing name, address and number were published to allow
customers to look up the required number themselves. Duplicate names could be resolved
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

using the published addresses. Operators used Soundex directories to help overcome the
problem of variant name spellings and sor/ng conven/ons.
Phone numbers were ﬁxed-length and adding more capabili/es was very disrup/ve to both
users and infrastructure. Interoperability between oﬃces was problema/c.
Provision for dialing between exchanges introduced variable-length phone numbers but this
required the ability to designate and recognize the diﬀerence between the ‘exchange’ and
‘number’ parts. This was done through numbering conven/ons that varied by region.
The inven/on of the transistor enabled direct distance dialing. Direct distance dialing was
implemented by the crea/on of Area Codes.
Interna/onal calling was implemented through country codes. The format and validity of
the digit string following the country code is completely up to the individual country.
Connec/on costs are billed based on distance and dura/on in a combina/on of prepaid and
postpaid op/ons.
Pay phones allowed totally anonymous pay-as-you-go connec/ons.
Private Branch Exchanges (PBXs) allowed for the addi/on of hundreds or thousands of
‘extensions’ to each phone number, and calling between extensions within a company.
The Hold op/on to allow a user to perform mul/plexed connec/ons
Voice Mail as an op/on to replace the Busy Signal, and convert the real-/me connec/on to
store-and-forward messaging
Caller ID to support call screening, voice mail and call return, although it does not work
from within a PBX.
Arbitrary decisions regarding dialing formats within PBXs, locally, interna/onally and
regarding ‘0’ for Operator, ‘911’ for emergencies, etc. all stem from the original failure to
include delimiters or end symbols in the actual dialed number.
The introduc/on of wireless technologies and cell phones make it obvious that a phone
number is more likely related to an individual instead of a physical loca/on
Local Number Portability eliminated any lingering traces of a link between geographic
loca/on, service provider or endpoint connec/on technology and a par/cular number. This
implied that all call origina/on must go through a master directory of all possible numbers
in real /me.
An addi/onal coded op/on allowed a Carrier Iden/ﬁca/on Code to precede the number in
order to force selec/on of a speciﬁc long distance carrier. Further op/onal digits could
specify billing account numbers or prepaid calling card numbers (with PIN)
Addi/onal signaling op/ons for landline service allowed for hold, call wai/ng and
conference features.
Cellular phone operators have essen/ally eliminated the concept of a phone directory to
look up a number given a name, and have ignored the possibility of delivering a
standardized text name with the Caller ID to the recipient.
Contact Lists maintained by individual users have replaced phone directories, elimina/ng
name standardiza/on, increasing user workload and masking unknown callers.
Eﬀorts are made to conﬁrm iden/ty using SIM cards and an IMEI, but these are hidden from
the customer and rife with fraud.
The lingering obsession of the Phone Number as a (small) integer has led to the rise of
Robocalls and spam based on a simple “what if we just dial all the numbers?” philosophy
Call Forwarding is a common feature of the network. It is also possible to have a call
forwarded only if there is not a prompt answer at the original number
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29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Call Return can be used to connect to a caller aker a missed call
Redial can be used to re-establish the last connec/on, or to retry a failed connec/on
No ability to redial or reconnect to an extension within a PBX has ever been implemented
Calls from a par/cular source can be selec/vely blocked or forwarded
The PIN Register has been shiked to the cell phone which allows for backspace and a
number-ending SEND buEon, but does not address the requirement for delimiters in
segmented numbers for extensions or voice-response trees.
34. There is no provision for signaling “call me back at a diﬀerent number” or “I am calling on
behalf of…”
35. Modems allowed conversion of analog voice connec/ons to digital for the transfer of data
and images (the Fax machine)
36. The Short Message Service (SMS) adapted features of the call setup signaling system (SS7)
to implement datagrams that require no actual connec/on between par/es.
Each of these points represents a valuable insight into a feature that might be useful in the
design of a modern telecommunica/on network. Too oken expedience and low-level “techie
myopia” prevent reasoned analysis and careful implementa/on of features that would actually
be useful in the long term.

Proposed Implementation
The intent of this paper is to provide a vision of a reorganized and minimalist Internet based on
experience gained and lessons learned over 40 or more years of telecommunica/ons.
We recognize that

What Grove giveth, Gates taketh away.

We wish to reset at least por/ons of both hardware and sokware to a much simpler, more
robust and sustainable state, suitable for future growth and inherent security.
It is expected that a 16-port gigabit switch could be fully implemented in a single FPGA. This
switch would be capable of fully autonomous opera/on aker setup by a Rou/ng Processor (RP).
The burden of crea/ng and maintaining a virtual connec/on from an Originator to a Des/na/on
server would be shiked en/rely to the Originator and ensuring a high level of security for all
communica/on.
Consider the following individual statements in order:
1. It is possible for the Originator to determine the path of a given Server Request a priori
using TRACEROUTE or by interroga/ng an omniscient service.
2. It is possible to specify the sequence of routers by name or IP address as part of the preﬁx
to messages.
3. There are a limited number of direct connec/on paths to any individual router.
4. The par/cular router-to-router link for each step may be speciﬁed in a compact manner.
5. Communica/on between the Origina/ng endpoint and any router in the path may be
encrypted based on a priori nego/a/on between the two.
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6. It is possible to ensure that the rou/ng instruc/ons for each step are individually encrypted.
7. It is possible to intersperse Route Nego/a/ons, Encryp/on Handshaking and Server
Requests into the sequence of consecu/ve rou/ng instruc/ons.
8. Responses from a server request need not reverse the path taken by the request - they may
take an alternate path or none at all.
9. It can be made essen/ally impossible to determine the number of hops between the
originator and the target server by encryp/ng variable-length step speciﬁers and adding
padding to the message headers.
10. Route Nego/a/ons between an Originator and par/cular Router may include alterna/ve
routes with diﬀerent proper/es such as speed, latency, conges/on, etc.
11. The Originator may select par/cular paths based on its own criteria - completely
independent of the local network view of any par/cular router.
12. The Originator may store path headers for par/cular targets and reuse them as required.
New nego/a/on will only be necessary when the network topology changes along a route.
13. Connec/ons may persist for days or months with no keep-alive traﬃc to expose the
presence of the connec/on.
14. It is unnecessary to ever iden/fy the Originator of a par/cular message. Since all routes are
explicitly speciﬁed it is possible to create a message that appears to be sent “on behalf of”
some anonymous previous set of hops. Further, the response may reach its actual recipient
before the end of the rou/ng instruc/ons. Thus, the encrypted, anonymous Originator may
ins/gate round-trip communica/on while leaving no obvious iden/ﬁers.
15. It is possible to implement mul/ple consecu/ve Requests to the same Server using
completely diﬀerent message rou/ng.
16. It is possible to ensure that message rou/ng stays local, avoids the Internet Backbone,
interna/onal cables or government monitoring points. Further, the traﬃc (including
headers) can be encrypted, anonymous and fragmented.
Recognizing that each of these statements are true in an abstract sense, we can work to design
a networking architecture that implements them. This new architecture will recognize the
knowledge and experience gained over forty years or more of trial and error. History provides
guidance and advice but does not dictate features or design processes.
All modern messages should be presumed to be (1) compressed and (2) encrypted by the
Originator. This means that the actual data transferred over the network is an arbitrary
sequence of bits that should be indis/nguishable from random noise. In fact, devia/ons from
randomness most likely indicate ﬂaws that can be exploited by an adversary. Secret knowledge,
prearranged with the recipient should allow recogni/on, synchroniza/on and decryp/on of the
received bitstream. Intermediaries and adversaries should not have this capability.
Any universal protocol features such as byte (octet) orienta/on, ﬁxed length ﬁelds and explicit
or implied data lengths represent vulnerabili/es and should be excluded. Since the recipient
should be able to autonomously recognize its own intended bit streams, there should be no
boundary or length informa/on of any kind visible to the transport or delivery mechanisms.
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This implies that actual messages should be able to be bracketed by random noise, or other
messages. Message corrup/on, duplica/on, or missing sec/ons, should be detectable by the
recipient and dealt with in a manner of its choosing.
Any retransmission requests would likely be made only aker the recipient determined that its
highest level error recovery mechanisms had proven ineﬀec/ve. It is well known that knownplain-text aEacks represent cri/cal vulnerabili/es to the security of cryptographic systems.
Therefore, requests for missing segments of a message should cause the sender to select
overlapping regions of the plain-text message and perform new compression and encryp/on
before sending the response bit stream. I.e., the retransmission should be indis/nguishable
from a con/nua/on of the ongoing data transfer. Only the intended recipient should be able to
recognize a retransmission for what it is - aker reaching the highest protocol level.
Rou/ng, transfer rate, bit error rate and latency are all things that should be available for
monitoring and control by the Originator. Current implementa/ons assume that independent
“best eﬀort” decisions made by autonomous modules will yield an acceptable result. The
provided level of connec/vity is what you get. Take it or leave it.
In its most idealized form a router should be a device with mul/ple ports, each capable of
sending or receiving a serial sequence of bits. A par/cular sequence of bits sent into one port
should emerge from another. We make no asser/ons about the latency involved, or the rate of
bits as they enter or leave the router. We simply wish to assure a high correla/on of the input
sequence with the output sequence without regard for /ming. Sta/ng this as a “high
correla/on” allows for a certain error rate, and for noise, dropouts and fragmenta/on. Dealing
with such real-world issues is not the province of the idealized router.
Interoperability with Legacy Implementa*ons
It is recognized that (short of a legal mandate) wholesale replacement of equipment using
legacy protocols will not occur. Therefore the focus should be on implemen/ng (1) new
networks (such as spacecrak data links, or design for space colonies), or (2) private networks
and backbone infrastructure that tunnel legacy data structures.
For cases of new LAN deployments the selec/on of protocols and the completeness of the
implementa/on will be under the control of a single organiza/on and should be straighforward.
For the case of backbone addi/ons, the requirements would include bridging Routers with the
ability to support a combina/on of legacy ports and full protocol links or fabric links. These
could be installed in any ISP or backbone data centers. The advantages would include faster and
more stable transport over new or exis/ng links. Bridging Routers would be installed in these
data centers and would act as the Originator and Des/na/on elements for transport. Legacy
packets would be bundled and encapsulates within larger Messages bound for a pre-conﬁgured
Des/na/on. This eliminates intermediate legacy rou/ng and provides high-speed, direct
connec/on to a distant Des/na/on. The opera/on would be conceptually similar to the drivers
currently used to aggregate traﬃc for transport data over long-latency geosta/onary satellite
links.
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In order to provide full security it is necessary to provide access to the new protocol at the
endpoints. It is intended that the exis/ng low-level physical hardware, such as Ethernet cards
should be adequate. Replacing the driver sokware and protocol stack should provide access to
the full, secure capabili/es expected of an Originator or Des/na/on. The addi/on of proper
Routers would extend the security as far as possible from the endpoints. The use of Bridging
Routers to allow secure traﬃc to enter the legacy network will be a primary point of
vulnerability. Conceptually, this is exactly the same as the VPN situa/on where the aEacker
would focus on the entry and exit points of the tunnel.
Ground Rules
Several overriding principles guide this new design.

Everything is a Bit Stream: No “Bytes” or ar/ﬁcial Field Lengths;
unlimited Message length.
All Rou*ng is Rela*ve to the current node: no absolute targets.
The Originator has control of the Path - forward and return.
Connec*ons are known ONLY to the endpoints: no intermediate
storage.
Name Service is Distributed, peer-to-peer.
No Timeouts at intermediate nodes.
No Exploitable Data or Traﬃc PaEerns visible along the path.
Fragment Reassembly ONLY possible at the Des/na/on.

A quick overview of each of these principles is provided here. The remainder of this paper is
devoted to a more in-depth presenta/on, details and examples.
Everything is a Bit Stream. By elimina/ng ﬁxed ﬁeld lengths and ar/ﬁcial length limita/ons we
can make an extensible design that is more ﬂexible and free of the need to add kludges as
unforeseen requirements arise. Data compression such as that found in streaming video is
already independent of byte or word alignment requirements; we simply extend this to all data.
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All Rou*ng is Rela*ve to the current node: no absolute targets. We eliminate IP addresses from
protocol headers. The en/re header is replaced with a list of Sequen/al Rela/ve Rou/ng
coupons. The resul/ng header will be approximately the same size as a legacy header, but
considerably more ﬂexible.
The Originator has control of the Path - forward and return. DNS Lookups already place the
bulk of connec/on setup at the beginning to be handled by the Originator. We simply extend
this requirement to the complete path and eliminate all intermediate route lookups from the
bulk of message traﬃc.
Connec*ons are known ONLY to the endpoints: no intermediate storage. Elimina/ng the
ability of intermediate nodes to alter the path of a connec/on also eliminated the requirement
that those routers store connec/on informa/on or rewrite headers based on the existence of a
connec/on.
Name Service is Distributed, peer-to-peer. Name Servers store and publish DNS, WHOIS and
Route informa/on as requested by par/cular hosts. These published records are individually
veriﬁed, unlike the current, insecure DNS implementa/on.
No Timeouts at intermediate nodes. The protocol needs no /mers except at endpoints so no
arbitrary /meouts can aﬀect performance in unpredictable ways.
No Exploitable Data or Traﬃc PaEerns visible along the path. All Message Headers and Data
are encrypted and obfuscated to prevent disclosure to malicious intermediaries.
Fragment Reassembly ONLY possible at the Des/na/on. Fragmenta/on of long Messages may
occur at any point along the path. The ability to reconstruct the original Message is possible
through the use of inserted Phase Iden/ﬁca/on bit sequences.

Dirty Tricks
Virtually any network feature has the ability to be abused by a skilled and knowledgeable
adversary. Automa/c handling of such aEacks so as to minimize disrup/on or data leakage is a
primary goal of any new design.
Denial of Service: As a simple aEack, it might be possible to try crea/ng a message reques/ng a
large traﬃc volume such as streaming video be sent through a par/cular router port
represen/ng the connec/on to the target. This would cause a burst of unexpected data at the
target but no handshake would occur so the video source would quickly recognize the path
failure and would not transmit further.
A more sophis/cated version could involve using path diversity to direct only a por/on of a
video stream against the target while accep/ng just enough to be able to acknowledge the
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connec/on and keep the stream going. This represents only a minor ampliﬁca/on of message
traﬃc and would not typically be suﬃcient to overwhelm a server port.
Mi*ga*on: It is an/cipated that each router maintains a number of encryp/on keys that are
issued in a randomized fashion to each requestor during Route Nego/a/ons. This means that it
is unnecessary for the routers to know anything about the Originator or Des/na/on of any
message in order to handle a par/cular encrypted rou/ng instruc/on. Upon detec/on of a route
overload the router will be able to iden/fy the par/cular key that is being abused and
immediately void it. All traﬃc received at any router with invalid rou/ng instruc/ons is
discarded. Voiding a key may pose a slight inconvenience to other connec/ons that had been
assigned that key and will require them to request a new key if and when they discover the
connec/on has been compromised. This is exactly the same situa/on that would occur if a
router was physically replaced or a link became unusable, so it should look like a normal part of
network opera/on.
Large Message Sizes: An aEacker might create a very large message and send it along a path in
an aEempt to saturate mul/ple routers. Even in the worst case routers will propor/onally
distribute messages from inbound ports to the outbound port. This will mean that no message
can use more than 50% of an outbound port’s bandwidth if there are any other sources
requiring that port.
Loopback Abuse: One could envision an aEempt to create loops or repeated passes of a single
message through a target Router. Conceivably a single set of repeated Coupons could impact a
par/cular Router. This would reduce the available bandwidth at a par/cular port as the
malicious message uses increasing amounts of elas/c buﬀer memory and port bandwidth. If a
buﬀer overﬂow occurs internally the message will be discarded and opera/on will return to
normal.
Unbalanced Data: A malicious Originator could compose a data stream consis/ng of all zeroes
or all ones with the inten/on of biasing the data discriminator and causing intermediate routers
to fail to recognize the header of the following message. The protocol expects bit streams to be
generally random and run-length limited. When each router ini/alizes a physical link to another
router, part of the ini/aliza/on includes sharing a whitening polynomial. This polynomial is used
in a linear feedback shik register to generate a pseudo-random bit stream which is XORed with
all link data. The whitening register is reset aker every START or STOP marker. The polynomial,
and hence the whitening sequence, is diﬀerent for each physical link and will be unknown by
the Originator.
Lying Routers: When reques/ng Route and Reachability informa/on from a Router ac/ng as a
Name Server, the Originator expects honest answers. The path and Coupon list should honestly
reﬂect the desires of the Originator. Well-behaved Routers will have veriﬁed the Name
announcements that it is publishing. Misbehaved Routers may publish malicious or misleading
answers to enquiries from speciﬁc Originators. The intent of this design is for all Originators to
be anonymous to every intermediate Router along a path. The ability to support private
networks over shared Routers means that requests from some Originators may include
subscrip/on informa/on that would enable access to the private links. Examples would include
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the ability to route privileged traﬃc via a direct link and other traﬃc more circuitously (or not at
all). In any case, the Originator will discover that a route is incorrect when the lookup request
from the next Router fails, or yields incompa/ble informa/on. As a rule, any /me an Originator
reveals private informa/on (such as the subscrip/on creden/als) to an intermediate Router he
is explicitly viola/ng the security design of the network. As we repeatedly emphasize, the
security of all communica/on is in the hands of the Endpoints. The design provides that there
will always be a secure alterna/ve.

Bit-Eﬃcient Serial Representation of Small Integers
Analysis
When considering bit-oriented opera/ons one inevitably returns to considera/ons of Turing
Machines. When one discusses Turing’s representa/on of integers one envisions something like
this:
0
0
1
10
2
110
3
1110
4
11110
and so on. For the conceptual purposes of a Turing Machine this is perfectly adequate since no
considera/on of eﬃciency or op/miza/on was needed.
The problem that we encounter in this paper is that we would like to have integers of arbitrary
size be represented in a compact manner without any a priori limita/ons involved in the
deﬁni/on.
We want to avoid a “length ﬁeld”, because the size of the ﬁeld would have to be pre-deﬁned.
for example:
length
n-bit binary number
We want to avoid a ﬁxed “symbol size” such as 4-bit or 8-bit characters, even though the use of
a unique terminal symbol might be temp/ng, as in the Unix null-terminated string. Avoiding a
terminal symbol from within the deﬁned character set also avoids the choice of something
weird (like base 127 encoding) or escape characters, which require their own syntax, as well as
escaping-the-escape characters.
Bear in mind that for these serial representa/ons we are not interested in obtaining any
par/cular numerical value from the representa/on. It will suﬃce to be able to compare two bit
strings for equality, and possibly make unambiguous comparisons for greater-than and lessthan. This implies that the bit-serial representa/on of a par/cular value must be unique. We are
not interested in performing other arithme/c opera/ons on the values. We will need to be able
to perform bitwise opera/ons (primarily XOR) to overlay pseudo-random codes and recover the
data akerwards.
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Considering the Turing case above we can describe the representa/on as 0-terminated. This is a
limi/ng case of a more general class of paEern-terminated strings. For example, the terminal
paEern could be 00, as follows:
0
00
1
100
2
0100
3
1100
4
01100
5
10100
6
11100
This case essen/ally allows any binary numbers that do not include the pre-selected terminal
paEern.
Another possibility is the Nth-zero representa/on. The Turing example above could be called a
ﬁrst zero termina/on representa/on. Consider a second zero form:
0
00
1
100
2
010
3
1100
4
1010
5
0110
6
11100
Note the interes/ng tradeoﬀs in bit eﬃciency in the representa/ons for diﬀerent values.
Run-length codes are a family of diﬀerent encoding paEerns that can be used for serial data
streams. Tradi/onally they are used to create an encoding that ensures clock recovery.
Examples include Manchester encoding, and various Frequency Modula/on schemes used for
hard drive data separators. Synchronous High-Level Data Link Control (HDLC) also uses a runlength limited representa/on with bit stuﬃng to provide clock recovery, as well as the ﬂag for
frame separa/on. Examina/on of run-length limited representa/ons allow us to use a common
methodology for the integer-coding problem, as well as the Message encoding with the
required Markers described here.
Resolu*on
Run-length limited binary representa/ons present the best encoding for our purposes. In
par/cular, inser/ng a single bit aker a sequence of four consecu/ve ones or zeroes retains the
advantages of true binary representa/on while allowing a variable length representa/on. This
allows for terminal symbols of either ﬁve zeroes or ﬁve ones.
The rules are as follows:
1. Zero is a special case: Represent it as only the terminal symbol 11111 and we are done.
2. Represent the integer value as liEle-endian binary with high-order zero suppression
3. The rightmost bit of the value will always be a one, so it can be implied. Discard it.
4. Scan the representa/on from lek to right and insert bits for run-length limi/ng:
1. Any 0000 becomes 00001
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2. Any 1111 becomes 11110
5. Append the terminal symbol, chosen to be diﬀerent from the ﬁnal bit in the value:
1. Ending 0, append 11111
2. Ending 1, append 00000
Here are a few selected examples of encoded integer values. Spacing has been added for clarity
to indicate bits inserted for run-length limi/ng and before the terminal symbol.
0:
11111
1:
00000
2: 0 11111
3: 1 00000
4: 00 11111
5: 10 11111
6: 01 00000
7: 11 00000
8: 000 11111
15: 111 00000
16: 0000 1 00000
17: 1000 11111
31: 1111 0 11111
32: 0000 1 0 11111
33: 10000 1 00000
63: 1111 0 1 00000
64: 0000 1 00 11111
582543: 1111 0 000 1 111 0 000 1 111 0 000 1 00000

The last value is a 20-bit binary number that uses the maximum possible number of inserted
bits, resul/ng in an encoded value of 30 bits in length.
This is the worst case - values between 20 and 220 require an average of about 24 bits.

Routing Coupons
The applicability of these observa/ons comes from the fact that we would like our rou/ng
header to have these proper/es:
1.
Compact sequence of route selec/on instruc/ons.
2.
Each instruc/on encrypted/obfuscated by unique rela/onship between the message
Originator and the par/cular Router.
3.
The size of the route selec/on instruc/on used by any par/cular router should be
variable and change in an unpredictable manner with the encrypted values of the route
selec/on instruc/ons.
This all means that the rou/ng header should be bit-eﬃcient but variable in length and it should
not be possible to arbitrarily break the header into individual rou/ng instruc/ons (or even
determine the number of instruc/ons/hops in the route) without actually following the route to
each individual router. We must ensure that Messages arrive on the correct physical switch
port. The Originator and individual Switch have previously exchanged a randomiza/on value
when the path was ﬁrst established.
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The route that a par/cular Message should take is deﬁned explicitly by the Originator and
encoded into the Rou/ng Header.
Each Rou/ng Instruc/on must be variable-length and encoded in a manner that can be rapidly
and unambiguously evaluated by the individual Switch.
Invalid Rou/ng Instruc/ons cause the Message to be immediately discarded with no further
ac/on taken.
It is expected that ini/al nego/a/on between the Originator and each Router will establish a
par/cular Forward Coupon (and possibly a Return Coupon) for the desired hop along a
par/cular path. The Router may provide a set of Synonym Coupons, each with a diﬀerent value,
that will resolve to the same Switch connec/on (crosspoint number) when presented to the
Switch. The Switch will maintain an internal list of current, valid Coupons which are essen/ally
random selectors into a large, sparsely populated, address space of poten/al Coupons.
Note that the possible valid Coupons are created during Router ini/aliza/on and are not speciﬁc
to any Originator or connec/on. The same Coupon value may be shard by any Originator that
creates traﬃc that enters the same Router port. Thus, there are no per-connec/on table entries
and there is nothing that can uniquely iden/fy a par/cular Originator stored in the Router.
The Originator can place a Coupon for a par/cular hop into a Message Header that is variable
length, can be decoded only by the speciﬁc router, that has a large ra/o of invalid-to-valid
possibili/es, that can have a large number of apparently random equivalent values, and that can
have their validity voided by the router at any /me.
Coupons, Ports and Sockets
TCP connec/ons establish a rela/onship between a logical IP port number and the TCP socket
that is purely internal to the protocol stack. This structure limits the total number of possible
simultaneous connec/ons at a par/cular IP address to 65,535. It is not possible for anyone
outside the endpoint stack to access the actual socket informa/on.
Message Rou/ng Coupons have no such limita/on. When a Router delivers a Message to a
par/cular Endpoint (Client or Server), the next Coupon can be interpreted by the Endpoint
Processor as a port number, socket number, or anything it desires. Thus, there are an unlimited
number of possible connec/ons.
This use of Rou/ng Coupons by the Endpoints can also be used to solve the problem of mul/ple
web sites hosted at the same IP address. The current implementa/on requires the explicit
inclusion of the target URL within the HTML Request header. This is an opera/on completely
outside the message handling design of IP or TCP. Another ad hoc solu/on that obscures an
underlying deﬁciency.
Temporary Authen*ca*on and Persistent Authen*ca*on
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The current Internet connec/on model exempliﬁed by TCP and TLS expects security creden/als
to be veriﬁed at the beginning of every connec/on. Since connec/ons are oken extremely
temporary (one small ﬁle transfer request and response) this creden/al veriﬁca/on is oken
repeated unnecessarily.
Ad hoc implementa/ons of a more persistent authen/ca/on model are oken used for sign-on to
web sites and services, but are completely independent of the underlying TLS authen/ca/on,
which knows nothing about user creden/als.
True persistent connec/ons with full security and authen/ca/on of both users and services can
be implemented using the message rou/ng provided by Coupons. Once nego/ated, the logical
connec/on between Originator and Des/na/on (Client and Server) can be maintained for
essen/ally unlimited intervals. Creden/als need only be re-veriﬁed as a maEer of policy, not
because of deﬁciencies in the network.
Altera/ons in the rou/ng path, such as network reconﬁgura/ons, will be detected and handled
by the Originator. Creden/al and site forgery will be possible only during persistent connec/on
setup (like a sign-on), not, as is currently the case, with every temporary TLS connec/on. It is
reasonable to expect a more thorough ve]ng of creden/als (such as checking for cer/ﬁcate
revoca/on and veriﬁca/on of public keys by mul/ple sources) if new connec/ons are
established only rarely.
This all means that video conferences and streaming movies can be established once, paused
for hours or days, and resumed instantly. Low data rate devices as part of the Internet of Things
can be always online and instantly accessible without incurring any overhead on the network
during idle /mes.

Originator Sequence of Operations
It is expected that the originator of a plain text message (PT) will perform the following steps.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Compress
Encrypt
Add Error Detec/on and Correc/on
Add Phase Iden/ﬁca/on bits

This will create a version of PT that is suitable for inclusion in one or more Message Data (MD)
ﬁelds. This will not necessarily be the en/re message - perhaps it is a large ﬁle, a set of real/me data points, or a live or stored streaming video. It is only necessary to have the por/on
that should be immediately transported. In par/cular, the Phase Iden/ﬁca/on Bits form a
paEern that con/nues from the ini/a/on of the connec/on. The Phase Iden/ﬁca/on
mechanism allows for correct reassembly of fragmented messages. Dynamic Fragmenta/on
may occur at any router and at any point in the message.
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Since there is no pre-deﬁned packe/za/on or sequence numbering, the Phase Iden/ﬁca/on
mechanism is used for retransmission requests in the case of dropped or corrupted fragments.
A “Say Again” request speciﬁes a general area within the sender’s buﬀer, based on the Phase
Iden/ﬁca/on values. The retransmiEed bit stream will have the same Phase Iden/ﬁca/on bits,
and are used to provide bit alignment within the received stream. There will undoubtedly be
overlapping data from adjacent fragments. This overlap can be used to help ensure placement
accuracy.
5. Create the Message Header (MH) based on the desired route and ﬁnal Des/na/on using
selected Route Coupons
6. Apply pseudo-random polynomial to the MH and MD elements
7. Perform Run-Length Limi/ng of the MH and MD elements
8. Insert the required START and STOP markers.
9. Send the resul/ng bit stream to the physical port when it becomes available
Mul*-path and Stored-path Capability
The Originator has full control over the path that both Requests and Responses follow.
Unlike present systems in which no node has any control whatsoever over what happens to a
packet once it is transmiEed, the Originator-controlled model provides signiﬁcant ﬂexibility.
Instead of relying on highly localized, best-eﬀort, rou/ng decisions, an Originator can ensure
that Messages ﬂow through speciﬁc Routers and avoid others. Instead of arbitrary Time to Live
(TTL) values as a best-guess for the number of hops in a route, the Originator will know with
absolute certainty which Routers will be involved.
During Route Discovery, an Originator will create a list of Routers to traverse to reach the
intended Des/na/on. This will oken form an interconnected web, not some idealized tree
structure. Thus, the Originator has the op/on of choosing mul/ple paths.
When crea/ng its logical connec/on to a Des/na/on the Originator may actually create a
mul/tude of Request and Response paths and select from these randomly as required. In
addi/on, the setup conﬁgura/on with the Des/na/on may allow a list of pre-selected return
paths to be stored in the Des/na/on. These would be used as replacements for the Header
Suﬃx when sending Responses.
Route diversity implemented in this way will eliminate choke-points, obscure the existence of
connec/ons, and defeat traﬃc analysis by an adversary.

Router Operation
Routers have a number of physical ports which are bidirec/onal serial data links to either
endpoints or other routers. The bidirec/onal nature of each physical port and link is used
during ini/aliza/on and setup to communicate opera/ng parameters for that port. Subsequent
opera/ons transfer routed messages in each direc/on completely independently of traﬃc in the
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other direc/on. In the event of a link failure in either direc/on, both direc/ons enter the reset
sequence.
Physical ports on a router need not operate at the same speed or even use the same media.
It is envisioned that the physical links provide for serial transmission at possibly dynamic bit
rates. To that end, the encoding mechanisms described here are inherently self-clocking. Each
receiver can track the actual signal edge /ming to adapt in real-/me to clock drik, jiEer, etc.
During link ini/aliza/on bit rates can be dynamically selected based on actual media
performance, including such things as measured bit-error-rate.
A router will have a Route Processor (RP) that handles messages that are requests for iden/ty
and connec/vity informa/on. The RP generates appropriate responses, including necessary
rou/ng Coupons, to allow an Originator to build Message Headers for future messages.
A router will include a Switch which enables virtual connec/ons between any input port and any
output port. Every possible input/output combina/on (crosspoint) is assigned a unique number
which is used as the basis of Rou/ng Coupons.
Coupon Types
Null

Message used during Link Setup Goes to Route Processor to aid
in configuring physical port

Connect from Port to Route
Processor

Originator wants to
communicate with Route
Processor

Used during Originator’s request
for identity and connectivity
verification

Connect from Route
Processor to Port

Response to a request

Message to be sent to Originator
as response to identity or
connectivity request

Connect from Port to Port

Ordinary message routing

Simplest Coupon format. Usually
used only for Fabric Coupons

Connect from Port to Alias

Ordinary message routing

Multiple parallel physical links
between routers. Alias means to
select first available from group.

Connect from Port to Synonym Ordinary message routing

Multiple synonyms for a
particular Port to Port
connection allow Originator to
obfuscate each Coupon

Invalid Coupon

Either (1) coupon not in switch
table, or (2) Port does not match
the actual From Port number

Discard message

During ini/aliza/on the Route Processor iden/ﬁes the conﬁgura/on of each port on the switch
and ﬁlls in values for the hardware lookup tables used for establishing switch connec/on.
Appropriate values will be sent to Originators as requests for connec/ons come in from the
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Originators. Once conﬁgured by the Rou/ng Processor, the opera/on of the Switch is eﬀec/vely
autonomous. All traﬃc through the Switch is handled without involving the RP. The RP handles
iden/ty and connec/on informa/on requests, and Switch conﬁgura/on changes (perhaps
caused by link failures).
Synonyms may be used to allow a given Originator to arbitrarily select from a set of possible
Coupons for each switch connec/on. This helps to obfuscate the Message Header and makes
mul/ple headers in a par/cular connec/on unique.
Aliases are a mechanism used within the network to allow parallel physical links between
switches. This allows improved bandwidth to be added dynamically and independently from
ac/ve connec/ons or routes.
Physical ports on a switch may be conﬁgured either as Line Ports or Fabric Ports. Line Ports
provide either Endpoint-to-Router or Router-to-Router links. Fabric Ports provide Switch-toSwitch links.
From an implementa/on standpoint the use of Fabric Ports allows addi/onal Switches to be
added to a Router to increase its capacity. It also allows Switches to be geographically
distributed and s/ll be part of a single logical Router.

Message Formats

Example

Disconnected

No signaling indicates disconnected cable or failed switch

Uninitialized Fabric Link

STOP STOP STOP STOP

Link Setup

START START STOP parameters START STOP

Idle Link

START STOP START STOP …….

Message

START prefix START coupon suﬃx STOP message START STOP

Fabric Routing

START coupon prefix START suﬃx STOP message START STOP

Illegal / Undefined Pattern

Idle waiting for marker

As deﬁned here, an Idle Link can be indicated by a repea/ng sequence of START STOP markers.
This is the simplest implementa/on but would make the link vulnerable to traﬃc analysis by
making actual messages obvious. A proper Switch implementa/on would generate random bit
sequences for Header and Message Data and send them over idle Links. The normal opera/on
of the receiving Switch(es) would reveal this gibberish for what it is and discard the pseudoMessage. The use of pseudo-Messages will ensure that the ports appear busy but will not aﬀect
legi/mate traﬃc or available bandwidth.
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It is likely that the use of pseudo-Message genera/on will be suppressed on links to mobile or
baEery-powered devices due to power consump/on and wireless shared-bandwidth
constraints.
Message Headers
Conceptually a Message Header looks something like this sequence of Coupons:
A B C D d c b a
where A, B, C and D are coupons that route the Message to the Des/na/on and d, c, b and a
are coupons that route the response back to the Originator. A one-way datagram with no
expected Response could have a header like:
A B C D
A Header may include Coupon Synonyms selected by the Originator randomly from the set of
known values for each hop:
An Bn Cn Dn dn cn bn an
Each Coupon represents an encoded integer value. The number of bits required for each
coupon will be variable and may only be determined by processing the bit stream in the correct
order. It is possible to include (random) padding bits before and aker the header sequence
described so far. Padding on the beginning may be used to further randomize the header
making it more diﬃcult for an adversary to iden/fy mul/ple messages over the same logical
connec/on path.
pad A B C D d c b a pad
Padding on the end of the header will never be handled by a Switch, since (presumably) the
response will be back at the Originator at this point. This padding may serve to obscure the
actual length of the Header from an adversary. It may also contain any Message iden/ﬁca/on
that the Originator might want to use to signal itself.
Markers
The Message Header is transmiEed over the serial link, followed by the Message Data. The
START and STOP markers are used as bracke/ng. The START and STOP markers are specially
coded bit sequences that are recognizable immediately by the hardware because of viola/ons
of the Run-Length Limit rules for the par/cular physical media. The Message Header and
Message Data ﬁelds are bit streams and the START and STOP markers must respect these
bitwise boundaries. Each physical link will have a deﬁned value of L, the run-length limit for
normal opera/on. In these examples we use a value of L=10. Each physical link will use an
appropriate value based on expected clock accuracy and jiEer. The START and STOP markers
will use L+2 consecu/ve ones or zeroes as their link-escape indicator.
. . . . 0 111111111111 0 1 0 x
STOP marker aker a zero
. . . . 1 000000000000 111111111111 0 1 0 x
STOP marker aker a one
. . . . 0 111111111111 0 1 1 0 x
START marker aker a zero
. . . . 1 000000000000 111111111111 0 1 1 0 x
START marker aker a one
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Note that the “long zero” paEern is used only to ensure that the end of the previous data is
recognized at the correct bit.
The actual START and STOP markers are a “long one”, followed by a zero, followed by N ones,
followed by a zero. This ensures that all deﬁned markers end in a single zero. We have possible
values of N in the range of N=1..L-1 where N=1 is STOP, N=2 is START. Addi/onal values are
reserved for future expansion.
Following any of the deﬁned markers is the bit labeled x above. This bit is chosen to be the
opposite polarity of the next bit of the following data. The x bit is discarded during decoding. It
is present to ensure accurate rese]ng of the RLL mechanism in the Receiver. This guarantees
that a Header can safely be inserted as needed in any Message Data stream.
Route Selec*on
The Message Header consists of a sequence of Coupons. At each hop the next Coupon is
selected to choose the switch crosspoint. This requires an indicator of what is meant by the
“next Coupon”.
We must preserve the Message Header so that the Des/na/on can recognize fragmenta/on and
reassemble a complete Message. It is not possible to simply trim oﬀ each Coupon as it is used.
We also wish to ensure that only the correct, current Switch is able to recognize and act on a
par/cular “next Coupon”. Therefore we need an unambiguous marker that can indicate the
“next Coupon”. The chosen solu/on is to use a second START marker as follows:
START pad START A B C D d c b a pad STOP message START . . . .
START pad A START B C D d c b a pad STOP message START . . . .
START pad A B START C D d c b a pad STOP message START . . . .
START pad A B C START D d c b a pad STOP message START . . . .
START pad A B C D START d c b a pad STOP message START . . . .
The message has now arrived at the intended Des/na/on. The remaining Coupons will be used
to send the Response(s) back to the Originator.
The parts of a complete Message therefore look like this:
START preﬁx START suﬃx STOP message START . . . .
where preﬁx refers to the list of coupons that have already been used and suﬃx refers to the
coupons controlling upcoming links.
At each hop, the Switch will iden/fy the “next Coupon” as the one immediately following the
second START marker, i.e. the ﬁrst coupon in the suﬃx. This will used to conﬁgure the switch.
When the output link is available the full Message Header will be sent with the second START
marker in the next posi/on. Thus the bit-length of each Coupon is determined only by the
Switch that uses it. The preﬁx will grow and the suﬃx will shrink.
This completes Link-to-Link opera/on within a Switch.
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If the opera/on of a par/cular Coupon requires the use of Fabric ports (switch-to-switch
connec/on within a logical Router) , the Input Switch will insert a Fabric Coupon into the preﬁx
aker the ﬁrst START marker. The Fabric Coupon will route the message across the required
Fabric port(s) within the logical Router.
START pad A B START C D d c b a pad STOP message START . . . .
START FC pad A B C START D d c b a pad STOP message START . . . .
START pad A B C START D d c b a pad STOP message START . . . .
This radically simpliﬁes and speeds up the opera/on of Fabric ports since the analysis of each
ordinary Coupon need only be done once by the Input Link port. We have four possible
situa/ons within a Switch:
Link to Link
No Fabric Coupons involved
Link to Fabric
Create Fabric Coupon and insert it into Header
Fabric to Fabric
Preserve Fabric Coupon and forward it to next Switch
Fabric to Link
Remove Fabric Coupon
Port Polynomials and Router Polynomials
Every movement of serial data is logically modiﬁed by XORing with a pseudo-random bitstream
that is unique to that opera/on. Unique values are used for Link-to-Link transfers between
Routers, and for Port-to-Port transfers within each Router.
Every Router-to-Router Link uses a unique Polynomial and Polynomial Ini/alizer that is
nego/ated during Link Setup. This is referred to as the Port Polynomial. The Output Port
“encodes” the data stream and the Input port “decodes” it. Using the same Polynomial and
Polynomial Ini/alizer on each end ensures that this double-XOR recovers the correct data. This
ensures that data transferred over every Link will have a pseudo-random component and will
assist with data whitening for balanced data recovery. Using a diﬀerent pseudo-random
component for each Link will help to reduce the risk of casual adversarial snooping.
There is also a LFSR based pseudo-random sequence generator associated with every Link Input
port. This is referred to as the Router Polynomial. Every ordinary Coupon has associated values
for Polynomial and Polynomial Ini/alizer. The pseudo-random sequence is applied to every
Message that passes through the selected Crosspoint. Since these Polynomial and Polynomial
Ini/alizer values are associated with each Coupon they can be shared with the Originator during
path setup. Knowledge of the resul/ng pseudo-random sequence used by each Router allows
the message Originator to properly code the Coupon value into the Header.
Elas*c Buﬀers and Rate Adapta*on
Every port has an associated elas/c bit buﬀer. The bitwise data stream received on an Input
port has its run-length encoding removed. Detec/on of START and STOP marker paEerns is
performed. This will result in a Header and Message bits arriving at an essen/ally unpredictable
rate. Analysis of the current Rou/ng Coupon will allow determina/on of the intended Output
port. There are three general possible situa/ons: The nominal data rate of the Output port will
be faster, equal to or slower than the Input port. The reality is rather complex since the
eﬀec/ve data rates will be dynamic due to run-length limi/ng. Also there is no ﬁxed clock rate
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on the links so synchroniza/on between Output and Input is not to be expected. The Input port
will transparently adapt to the received bit rate.
Conceptually the data transfer from Input port to Output port could begin as soon as the
rou/ng Coupon is decoded. This ideal can be approached in the case of Fabric Coupons since
the link proper/es should be well-known. For ordinary Link Coupon opera/ons the Switch will
be expected to buﬀer some amount of data before star/ng the Output opera/on. The
minimum size before output will be an opera/ng parameter. More buﬀering may be required if
the desired Output Port is busy.
With the ability to create Messages of essen/ally unlimited length it becomes possible for a
Message to occupy one or more Switch ports to the exclusion of all other traﬃc. To prevent this
situa/on each Output port on a Switch maintains a count of Input ports with Messages pending
for it. The number of pending Messages is used to establish a maximum allowed length for the
Outgoing Message. When the Maximum length is exceeded the Output port switches, roundrobin fashion, to the next pending Input source.
Every Input port maintains the ability to resend the complete Header - even aker the Message
Data has begun to be sent. When the Output port is needed for another Message the current
Message transmission is simply suspended. When the round-robin selec/on returns to the
suspended Message the correct Header is retransmiEed, followed by the con/nua/on of the
Message Data.
The con/nua/on of a fragmented message may start at a point zero or more bits before the last
bit previously transmiEed. This parameter is the Fragment Overlap value and may be used to
assist the Des/na/on in rapidly reassembling a fragmented Message.
Message Fragmenta*on
This port sharing process can cause any Message of suﬃcient length to possibly be broken into
arbitrary Fragments at any Switch in the path. It is possible that persistent conﬂicts at
congested ports will cause the opera/onal maximum buﬀer size in a Switch to overﬂow. The
buﬀer will con/nue to ﬁll by discarding the oldest data from the bitstream. This will cause a gap
in the data stream that must be recovered by addi/onal protocol exchanges between Originator
and Des/na/on. There is no direct mechanism for signaling this type of error condi/on - we
simply let the high-level protocols do their job.
Ensuring that the buﬀer handling at the Input port is unaﬀected by overﬂows allows for the next
received Messages to be routed properly. Thus, there can be mul/ple pending Message
fragments, des/ned for diﬀerent Output ports, in a par/cular Input buﬀer at any given /me.
Each Output port is tasked with democra/cally selec/ng Messages from every Input port that
needs the par/cular Output port.
Every port will have an established parameter that sets the minimum size of a Fragment that it
will create in this way. The Input and Output port buﬀers are coordinated to ensure that the
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combina/on of Rate Adapta/on and Port Sharing intelligently create near-op/mum fragments
as required.
A single message cannot block a port if other traﬃc is wai/ng. Every port will have an
established parameter that sets the maximum size of a Fragment that it will send out a
congested port. When breaking a Message due to port conges/on, the switch will ensure that
the trailing fragment will be at least the minimum length. Thus, the last fragment in a message
may be slightly longer than the rest.
Once created, Message Fragments are conveyed to the Des/na/on. Situa/ons such as port
Aliases using physical links with diﬀerent data rates can cause Fragments to arrive at the
Des/na/on out of order. Out-of-order and missing-fragment recovery are accomplished at the
Des/na/on using a combina/on of Fragment Overlap and Phase Iden/ﬁca/on Bits within the
Message. Fast and accurate reassembly requires fragments of a suﬃcient length.
The Prac*cality of Unlimited-Length Messages
We do not impose any limit on the length of the Message Data ﬁeld. A Sender may transmit
bits at the full capacity of a Link for as long as necessary. The Receiver can verify and process
the data on the ﬂy, without wai/ng for the end of the Message. There are no packet checksums
or other design features that would force the Receiver to wait before processing incoming data.
Unlimited Message Length is a feature that is speciﬁcally intended for data center or High
Performance Compu/ng (HPC) implementa/on.
These applica/ons would beneﬁt from
elimina/ng packe/za/on overhead on the communica/on links and the simpliﬁca/on of the
protocol stacks on each end. Each data transfer would be able to approach the full available
bandwidth of the Switch.
For wide-area networks which involve congested Routers, or paths with many diﬀerent data
rates, the value proposi/on is diﬀerent. In these cases, Messages will almost always become
fragmented along the path. Importantly, the fragmenta/on decisions will be made based on
the instantaneous link condi/on - not as part of an arbitrary pre-set conﬁgura/on. This means
that the users can expect the best possible performance from the network at any given /me.
Messages sent over any network may expect a certain non-zero bit-error-rate. Eﬀorts will be
made to reduce this rate, but errors must always be expected and tolerated. Long Messages
will accumulate errors which may take the form of simple corrup/on, as well as inser/on and
dele/on of a series of bits. Typical protocols that use packe/za/on simply discard any packets
that are not pris/ne, and invoke a recovery mechanism.
A design that supports unlimited-length messages cannot be so simplis/c. Corrup/on within a
long Message must be detectable and recovery must occur on the ﬂy. The invalid por/on of the
Message must be iden/ﬁed with the ﬁnest resolu/on possible. Unaﬀected por/ons of the
Message must be accepted and corrupted sec/ons dealt with. The Receiver must be given the
op/on of using the Forward Error Correc/on encoded within the Message to handle the
situa/on. If the corrupted region is too large, or the FEC is otherwise unable to succeed, a
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retransmission from the Sender may be requested. This retransmission may be made as speciﬁc
as possible. These error handling decisions are strictly up to the Receiver, not a property of the
network or intermediate nodes.
If the transfer is /me-cri/cal, the retransmission request would be made immediately. Upon
receipt of a retransmission request the Sender would end the transmission of the long Message,
send a Message with the retransmiEed data, then resume the long Message. This sequence will
look like any other fragmenta/on within the network and the Receiver will handle it accordingly.
If the transfer is not /me-cri/cal, the Receiver may accumulate a list of corrupted or missing
areas and request retransmission in bulk. This is especially applicable to ﬁle transfers such as
web page content.
As a maEer of courtesy it is expected that the Receiver will periodically send a posi/ve
acknowledgement indica/ng successfully-received segments of a Message. This allows the
Sender to release the buﬀers containing the compressed/encrypted/Phase-Iden/ﬁed content.
This acknowledgement is at the discre/on of the Receiver.
It is understood that Message Headers may be corrupted. In the case of a corrupted Header,
that en/re Message will become undeliverable and will be discarded by the network. This
means that corrup/on of the Header of a very long Message cannot be detected or reported by
the network. The Sender only recognizes the failure through the lack of acknowledgements.
Correct behavior would likely be for the Sender to insert a new Header and con/nue the long
Message. This should provoke the Receiver to send a retransmission request, which will
ul/mately result in the repair of the faulty/missing data.
There is no speciﬁed limit to the length of a Message Header. Message Headers cannot be
fragmented and must remain con/guous. Switches that detect Headers that would monopolize
a port, or cause unnecessary conges/on, may discard the Header and Data.
It is recognized that there may be applica/ons for signaling using data encoded in por/ons of
the Header preﬁx or suﬃx that are not actually involved in network rou/ng. This is supported,
but must be implemented in a network-friendly manner.
Limita*ons of Reliable Communica*on
In general the goal of a communica/on network is to provide reliable, secure transfers of data
between endpoints. There are instances, however, in which the /meliness of data recep/on is
the overriding concern. Streaming Media and Voice Over IP (VoIP) are consumer-grade
examples.
There are other instances that provide great value to ultra-high-speed data transfers. A ﬁreand-forget style of messaging can be quite eﬀec/ve, even if individual data does not always
reach its des/na/on. Examples include High-Performance Compu/ng applica/ons such as
ﬁnite-element analysis for things like Computa/onal Fluid Dynamics.
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Interprocessor messaging in compute clusters should be generally reliable, but the occasional
dropped message in a Peta-Flop environment will be lost in the computa/onal noise. The
penal/es for guaranteed reliability, including retransmission delays or excessive error-correc/on
overhead would slow the system to a crawl.
Big-Data sta/s/cal analysis and Machine Learning are also quite tolerant of the occasional
dropped data-point. The overall accuracy of the result is unaﬀected and the performance
beneﬁts are overwhelming.
Phase Iden*ﬁca*on Bits
In an ideal world we could send any Message, with an unlimited length, from an Originator to
Des/na/on with only one Message Header. Reality dictates that we handle situa/ons such as
1. The Link runs faster than the Originator can prepare the data,
2. Rate adapta/on along the path overﬂows or underﬂows the elas/c buﬀering
3. Conges/on at a par/cular Link requires sharing with other traﬃc,
4. Link Aliases become available along the path to speed traﬃc using mul/ple physical Links.
All of these situa/ons can cause a single conceptual Message to be broken into mul/ple
Fragments at unknown and unknowable points. We require a mechanism to allow the
Des/na/on to accurately reassemble mul/ple Fragments into the original Message.
We cannot use any sequence numbering scheme since we do not know the nature or loca/on
of the fragmenta/on. We are speciﬁcally concerned with data recovery at the Des/na/on. No
intermediate “Transport Layer” solu/on will work.
Consider the following data stream with an inserted pseudo-random sequence of bits:
...F...F...F...F...F...F...F...F...F...F...F...F...F...F...
The “.” represent Message data bits, the “F”s are inserted bits from a pseudo-random
sequence known to the Originator and Des/na/on. A digital correlator can be used to iden/fy
the loca/on within the pseudo-random sequence that corresponds to this Message sec/on.
This will allow the Des/na/on to determine with high probability the loca/on of a par/cular
Message Fragment within the overall Message.
For prac/cal reasons, the pseudo-random sequence will be of ﬁnite length and will repeat at an
interval controlled by the length of the polynomial in the LFSR. Therefore we modify the
approach by adding another pseudo-random sequence at a lower data rate like this:
...F...F...F...M...F...F...F...M...F...F...F...M...F...F...
The “M”s represent a PRN sequence applied at a lower data rate from the “F”s. Even though the
“M”s obscure some of the “F”s our correlator will s/ll lock to the “F”s with high probability. We
will then be able to use a second correlator to search for the posi/on of the “M”s in the
sequence.
Next, we can repeat the process to add an even slower-rate sequence:
...F...F...F...M...S...F...F...M...F...S...F...M...F...F...
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This gives us an overlapping sequence of Fast, Medium and Slow sequences. If the inser/on
rates are mutually prime we can be assured that the length of the overall repea/ng sequence is
now on the order of N3, where N is the length of the individual sequences. Addi/onally, we
ensure that the cycle lengths of the three sequences are not the same: for example 1024, 1023
and 1022.
Using just three overlapping PRN sequences in this manner should allow rapid correla/on of the
posi/on of Fragments within very long Messages. The loca/on of the inserted PI bits can be
rapidly determined by correla/ng the Fast cycle sequence. Then the PI bits can be examined to
synchronize the Medium cycle and Slow cycle sequences. This yields three numbers that, when
combined, result in the precise loca/on within the bitstream.
Combining this technique with Fragment overlap bits generated by intermediate Switches will
allow very rapid reassembly of fragmented Messages at the Des/na/on.
The use of this mul/ple-correla/on technique will also allow precise iden/ﬁca/on of missing
Fragments. This precise loca/on-and-length informa/on allows the Des/na/on to accurately
request any necessary retransmission from the Originator.
The overhead for this capability with a PIRATE of 131 (insert one PI bit for every 131 data bits) is
less than one percent.
Using only three sequences with a PRN length of 1024 (a ten-bit LFSR) would result in a Phase
Iden/ﬁca/on resolu/on of one bit in more than 130 Gb.
Actual implementa/on of the Phase Iden/ﬁca/on would almost certainly include a pseudorandom bit stream with an extremely long period, yet with an easy-to-correlate structure of
mul/ple overlapping short sequences with unique periods and lengths. The F, M and S
inser/on described above (for clarity) is vulnerable to detec/on by an adversary due to the
presence of repea/ng the F sequences in the clear. In an actual implementa/on, the value of
the inserted bit would be the XOR of the three phase values at that point. We must protect the
bit-inser/on loca/on, the interval, the PRN paEern and the repeat intervals from casual
detec/on.
Fast

Medium

Slow

Rate of Bit Changes
Generating Polynomial
Repeat Length
Insertion Interval

Over a suﬃciently long sample, the correla/on with any one of the phase sequences will be
expected to be exactly 50% posi/vely correlated and 50% nega/vely correlated. This property is
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expected to be easily and rapidly recognized, especially with hardware assistance. It should also
be quite diﬃcult to iden/fy by a casual adversary.
The inclusion of Phase Iden/ﬁca/on as part of every Message enables enhanced, high-level
error recovery. A Recipient can determine the loca/on and size of a missing or corrupt
Fragment and request retransmission from the Sender. In addi/on, one could easily request
mul/ple, disjoint Fragments. The retransmission in this case would consist of mul/ple
fragments. Upon receipt it would be automa/c to have the Fragments assembled in the correct
places to recons/tute the original Message. All of this can be done with high conﬁdence by
ensuring that the PI phase sequence matches across all Fragment boundaries.
The Phase Iden/ﬁca/on concept and selec/ve retransmission requests combine to create a
robust random-access ﬁle transfer mechanism. In par/cular, it would be possible for a Recipient
to be only interested in selected por/ons of a (very large) original Message. Only the parts of
interest need be transferred over the network.
This feature can be extended to encoding of streaming media. Instead of having H.264 style
interspersed data streams (video, audio, cap/oning, etc.) each of these can be separated at
diﬀerent oﬀsets within the ﬁle. An Originator can explicitly request snippets from anywhere in
the ﬁle. This allows transmission of only the actually required data and also supports accurate,
near instantaneous scrubbing within the video. The Recipient uses the PI mechanism to
unambiguously recognize the par/cular Fragments as they are received.
Since the Phase Iden/ﬁca/on bits are the ﬁnal item inserted into a Message stream by the
Sender, and the ﬁrst removed by the Recipient, they make for a mechanism to simplify
controlled subscriber access to content. Each subscriber, connec/on, or connec/on path could
have its own PI parameters (or oﬀset within the PI space) for recovering content. A given
streaming video user might see PI parameters that change periodically during his viewing
session. This feature would radically simplify the opera/ons on the server side. Video streams
would not need to be re-encoded or re-encrypted for every customer and session.
The Phase Iden/ﬁca/on parameters must be shared between Sender and Recipient. These
include the bit-inser/on rates, polynomials and PRN lengths. Without this knowledge the
Message content will be unrecoverable. Although these parameters would not be diﬃcult to
discover for a skilled adversary, it does act as an addi/onal security feature.
It is expected that the required bit-inser/on, correla/on, bit-extrac/on and PRN genera/on will
ul/mately be performed by very high speed, low power dedicated hardware.
Pseudo-Random Number Genera*on
Every data transfer over the network uses a pseudo-random sequence of bits to alter the data
stream and make it diﬃcult for an adversary to recognize speciﬁc messages as they traverse the
network. We recommend a linear-feedback register implementa/on controlled by two integer
values: POLY and POLYINIT. The length of the shik register and the loca/on of the XOR taps are
speciﬁed by POLY and a sequence of bits deﬁned by POLYINIT are then used in chaining mode to
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establish the star/ng condi/on for the random number genera/on. A repea/ng sequence of
pseudo-random bits is then generated by feeding the LFSR with zero bits as input and using the
output to XOR with each Message data bit.
This approach ensures that the recipient, armed with the same POLY and POLYINIT values will be
able to directly decode the Message by removing the randomiza/on.
Properly selected POLY values will create a shik register N bits long and will create a repea/ng
paEern of 2N bits in length.
The LFSR will be reset to the ini/al state at every START or STOP marker.
Every port on a Router has an ini/aliza/on sequence that it performs as a handshake to
establish a Link with the connected Router or Endpoint. An obvious result is that the connected
ports agree on a preferred bit rate for the Link. The nego/a/on also establishes a POLY and
POLYINIT for each direc/on. These are used to “encode” and “decode” traﬃc in each direc/on
over the physical Link. The actual Message content is not aﬀected by this - it is purely for
making data streams unique among diﬀerent Router ports and Links. Think of this as a Data
Whitening opera/on that is unique to each physical Link, and that changes each /me the Link is
reset.
Every Rou/ng Coupon has an associated POLY and POLYINIT that is used to modify the Message
Header as it passes through the Router. These values are created by the Rou/ng Processor (RP)
and used to control the Switch setup tables that allow the Switch to recognize the Coupon.
When an Originator requests a route to a par/cular Des/na/on from the Rou/ng Processor, the
values of a (set of) Rou/ng Coupons are returned. With each Coupon value are also POLY and
POLYINIT values. These are retained by the Originator and used as part of the Message Header
Origina/on process.
Unlike the Link data whitening which is added and removed at each end of a single link, this
randomiza/on is fully applied by the Originator and removed, one step at a /me, by each
Router in the path. This ensures that an obfuscated Message Header changes at every hop and
is only revealed at the single Switch that acts on the Coupon.
Response Messages are created by a Des/na/on element and follow the sequence of Return
Coupons, created by the Originator, back along a path to the Originator. Thus the Originator has
full control of the path followed by all traﬃc that it sends or receives during a session. And no
Switch or Router along the way knows anything at all about the path, apart from for its
immediate physical connec/ons.
Coupon Crea*on
During crea/on of a Message Header the Originator must obtain the necessary Coupons.
Coupons are created exclusively by Rou/ng Processors in each Router along the path.
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The Originator makes a request to each Rou/ng Processor in turn. The Rou/ng Processor looks
up the requested entry for the next Router, determines the correct crosspoint number to
connect the requester’s incoming port to the desired target output port. Then the RP ﬁnds the
(set of) Rou/ng Coupons that are currently loaded into its Switch that match the desired
crosspoint. One or more of these coupons are returned to the Originator as candidates to use
for its Message Header.
A Coupon is a series of bits that will be recognized by the Switch. We make no other asser/ons
about their length or content. The 5-bit RLL representa/on of integers described here is one
possibility. Each Router in a network may use diﬀerent representa/ons without compromising
interoperability.
Every Router input port has an associated pseudo-random sequence deﬁned by a POLY and
POLYINIT . These values are returned to the Originator along with the candidate Coupons. The
computed PRN sequence must be used in the construc/on of the Message Header and is used
by the Switch to decode received Headers.
In addi/on to the Coupon(s), POLY and POLYINIT to connect to the requested Router, the
response will also include the same set of informa/on for the reverse path. This is used by the
Originator to build the con/nua/on of the Message Header that is used by the Des/na/on to
route a response back to the Originator.
Route Discovery
When an Originator wishes to connect to a new Des/na/on it must discover the required route.
The target Name or unique ID is used in a request to a Rou/ng Processor. The RP looks for
Names on a best-match basis; IDs matches must be exact.
All Rou/ng Processors act as (at least minimal) Name Servers. They must be able to recognize
each of the Routers or Endpoints connected directly to each of their ports and respond
appropriately. In addi/on they will be able to direct an Originator to more comprehensive
Name Server(s). Each Router may make decisions as to how complete it wants its own directory
to be. This creates the desired peer-to-peer Name Server architecture.
Name Servers
Any Router or Endpoint may request to be listed in any Router’s Name Server. Name Server
entries may be more comprehensive than current DNS entries, and are more like a combina/on
of DNS, rou/ng tables, keychain and WHOIS entries. In order to be listed, the entry must
contain a veriﬁable path from the Name Server to the listed en/ty. The Name Server veriﬁes
the path and the creden/als of the target en/ty before allowing the lis/ng.
The reported path consists of a list of Router IDs - not Coupons. This ensures the path from
Name Server to target en/ty will remain (more) stable over /me and can be used from
anywhere on the network.
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The iden/ty of the Originator, the Target being requested and the subsequent use of that path
are all independent opera/ons. The network will obscure Originator’s request to the Name
Server.
The Originator will make subsequent requests to each of the Routers in the path to obtain the
necessary Coupons for each hop. This ensures that the Originator knows the published IDs for
each hop, and that the Router that generates requested Coupons can be authen/cated.
Path Trimming
Aker obtaining a path to a Des/na/on, the Originator will have a list of the intermediate
Routers along that path. Communica/on may commence as soon as the required Coupons have
been obtained.
As an autonomous, independent process, the Originator may con/nue interroga/ng Name
Servers along the path. Reques/ng rou/ng informa/on for each of the intermediate routers
along a path may allow discovery of shortcuts or alterna/ve paths.
The use of alterna/ve paths for individual Messages is completely at the discre/on of the
Originator. Concurrent use of alternate paths may be used to evaluate path performance. Path
diversity allows increased security and fault tolerance.
Firewalls and Private Networks
Requests for rou/ng informa/on and Coupons may be made to any Router. The choice of
whether or not to respond, and what informa/on to return, is at the discre/on of the Rou/ng
Processor. Normally a Rou/ng Processor will return a standardized set of responses matching
the request.
Addi/onal rules rela/ng to func/onality for Firewalls and Private Networks may alter the
response. For example, a par/cular Router may require authen/ca/on on requests coming
from par/cular ports. This could come in the form of signed or encrypted requests.
There is no requirement that a private Router provide the same response to each requester.
E.g., the router may have mul/ple iden//es and reveal none, one or a subset to a par/cular
requester. Varia/ons on this theme allow secure remote administra/on of a Rou/ng Processor.
Features that are normally not allowed (such as enumera/ng all connected routers and ports)
might be necessary for network administra/on and might simply be restricted to connec/ons
with the correct creden/als.
The simplest implementa/on would be to simply not issue rou/ng Coupons to requests that are
not authorized.
Private networks can be implemented over shared Routers by restric/ng the issuance of
Coupons rela/ng to par/cular ports to authorized users. Private Routers can be safely
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connected to any port of a public network. Improperly authorized requests for Coupons will
simply be ignored. No traﬃc can pass through the Router without presen/ng a valid Coupon.
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Glossary
Alias: Mechanism to allow a par/cular Rou/ng Coupon value to select from a set of eﬀec/vely
iden/cal connec/ons between Switches or Routers. Used to allow added bandwidth via ports
with parallel cabling.
Balanced Data: A bit stream with evenly distributed zeroes and ones. Helps the data
discriminator to accurately resolve the bits in the presence of low signal to noise ra/os.
Bridging Router: A Router that acts as both a legacy Router and a set of virtual Endpoints.
Allows interoperability with legacy networks, but with the same security vulnerabili/es as a VPN
access point.
Connec*vity Request: Message used to ask a Rou/ng Processor for the necessary informa/on
to route a Message to a par/cular Router or Endpoint.
Crossbar Switch: A switch consis/ng of M inputs and N outputs that allows connec/ons to
transfer data at any of the MxN crosspoints. Used here we are talking about a symmetric Switch
with P full-duplex ports and P2 crosspoints.
Crosspoint: The connec/on within a crossbar switch that connects any Input port to any
selected Output port. Each crosspoint within a Router is assigned a unique number, which is
part of what is implied by Rou/ng Coupons in the Message Header.
Data Whitening: Use of a pseudo-random bit sequence to help ensure balanced data on a
physical link. The output of a linear-feedback shik register is XORed with each successive bit of
the data stream. The LFSR is reini/alized with each START or STOP marker.
Des*na*on: The ﬁnal target node for a Message from an Originator. Will usually create a
response Message and send it using a con/nua/on of the same Message Header (which will be
the Return Rou/ng Coupons) to ul/mately reach the Originator.
Endpoint: Either the Originator or Des/na/on of a Message. May be the Rou/ng Processor
inside a Router.
Fabric Port: Bidirec/onal physical serial port that connects between Switches within a Router.
Fragment: Pieces of a conceptual Message, each with a copy of the Header, either created by
the Originator or dynamically by intermediate Switches along the Path.
Iden*ﬁca*on Request: Message used to discover the unique iden/ﬁca/on of a Rou/ng
Processor (i.e. Router) or an Endpoint.
Line Port: Bidirec/onal physical serial port that connects Router to Router or Router to Endpoint
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Linear Feedback Shi] Register (LFSR): Simple hardware implementa/on that can be used to
generate a pseudo-random sequence of bits. The conceptual length and feedback polynomial
can be expressed as a small integer.
Message: Sequence of zero or more bits sent from an Originator to a Des/na/on. Preceded by
a Message Header that describes the route to the Des/na/on.
Message Header: Sequence of Rou/ng Coupons that fully describes the sequence of Routers to
use to send a Message from the Originator to the Des/na/on and back to the Originator.
Node: Element of a connected network consis/ng of either an Endpoint or Router. All nodes
can respond to Iden/ﬁca/on and Connec/vity Requests (if security allows).
Originator: The node that creates a Request Message and prepares the Message Header.
Overlap: The number (zero or more) of bits that are duplicated in a Message when dynamic
fragmenta/on occurs within a Switch. Used by the Des/na/on to assist in assembling received
Fragments in the correct order.
Path: Sequence of rou/ng hops that Message traverses from Originator to Des/na/on and back.
Phase Iden*ﬁca*on Bits: A sequence of pseudo-random bits inserted at speciﬁed intervals into
a Data Message. PRN sequences inserted at diﬀerent, rela/vely prime, intervals allow
recogni/on of unique loca/ons within extremely long bit streams. This is a varia/on of bit
sequence correla/on similar to that used in gene-sequencing.
Polynomial: Numeric value used to conﬁgure a Linear Feedback Shik Register (LFSR).
Establishes a pseudo-random sequence of bits that may be unique to data transfer within a
Router or between Routers. Correctly chosen Polynomial values will create a LFSR containing M
bits with a repea/ng period of 2M unique values.
Polynomial Ini*alizer: Numeric value fed into a Linear Feedback Shik Register prior to
transmiEed or received data. Used to eﬀec/vely set the star/ng oﬀset within the pseudorandom bit stream.
Preﬁx: The sequence of Rou/ng Coupons in a Message Header that have already been
processed. The bits between the ﬁrst and second START markers.
Pseudo-Messages: Randomly generated Message Header and Message Data transmiEed over
idle Links to defeat traﬃc analysis by an adversary.
Rate Adapta*on: The ability of data received by a Switch Input port at one speed to be
transmiEed to an Output port at a faster or slower rate. Uses elas/c buﬀering for op/mum
eﬃciency.
Request Message: Message sent from the Originator to the Des/na/on.
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Response Message: Message sent from the Des/na/on back to the Originator.
Rou*ng Processor: Compu/ng element within a Router that responds to Iden/ﬁca/on and
Connec/vity Request Messages. Performs setup and ini/aliza/on of one or more connected
Switches.
Router: Combina/on of a Rou/ng Processor (RP) and one or more Switches.
Rou*ng Coupon - A sequence of bits that select a router switch connec/on (crosspoint) within
an overall path. Mul/ple coupons are concatenated to form a Message Header. The Header
describes the forward and return path for rou/ng the request and response.
Run-Length Limit: Preven/ng sequences of more than L consecu/ve ones or zeroes in a data
stream. During transmission when L iden/cal bits are detected a bit of the opposite polarity is
ar/ﬁcially inserted. During recep/on the paEern of L iden/cal bits followed by the opposite
causes the opposite bit to be discarded. Viola/ons of this rule are used to encode the START
and STOP markers required by the protocol.
Sequen*al Rela*ve Rou*ng (SRR) - A message header that contains a list of port-to-port
connec/on numbers describing how to conﬁgure each consecu/ve switch in a network.
Store and Forward: The basis of current IP routers. Requires every packet to be received in its
en/rety at each router before it is analyzed and transmiEed out the desired port. What we are
speciﬁcally trying to avoid.
Suﬃx: The sequence of Rou/ng Coupons yet to be processed. The bits between the second
START and the STOP marker in the Message Header.
Switch: Hardware device with mul/ple bidirec/onal physical ports. Capable of transferring
binary data messages from any input port to any output port under control of the Rou/ng
Coupons in the Message Headers.
Synonym: Mul/ple Rou/ng Coupon values that resolve to the same connec/on within a Switch.
Used to allow randomiza/on within a Message Header for security purposes.
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Appendix: Operating Parameters
The opera/on of the proposed message rou/ng system can be fully characterized using the set
of parameters described below. Origina/on and transfer of messages can be accomplished in a
fully interoperable manner.
These represent suggested values. In most cases nego/a/ons may adjust the values during
ini/aliza/on of links, Switches, Routers, Endpoints and Connec/ons.
Network Parameters
Parameter

Value

RLLINT

5

Run-length Limit for integer encoding.
Used in Coupons and Polynomials

RLLMSG

10

Run-length Limit for message encoding.
Used to create markers for Header and Message Data

MARKERSTART

1

Bit sequence in Marker that identifies it a START symbol

MARKERSTOP

11

Bit sequence in Marker that identifies it a STOP symbol

POLY

Polynomial configuration for a Linear-Feedback Shift Register

POLYINIT
PIRATE

Description

Bit sequence fed through a LFSR prior to using it as a PRN
sequence generator
131

PIPOLY

Interval between inserted Phase Identification bits.
Probably should be a prime number.
Polynomial for generation of pseudo-random sequence used for
Phase Identification

FRAGMIN

10,000

Minimum number of bits in an auto-generated Message
Fragment. Helps to ensure suﬃcient Phase Identification bits
for successful Message reassembly at the Destination.

FRAGMAX

100,000

Maximum number of bits in a Message Fragment created when
there are other pending Messages for a specific Output port.
Helps to ensure equitable sharing of congested ports.

FRAGOVERLAP

12
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Shared Parameters
The following parameters are shared between an Originator and Des/na/on. Usually this
occurs once during the setup of a logical connec/on. Knowledge of these parameters allows
secure communica/on between the two endpoints.
Parameter

Description

Compression Algorithm

Algorithm used to perform bulk compression of the Plain-Text data
message

Encryption Algorithm

Encryption algorithm used to secure the compressed data

Encryption Keys

Cryptographic keys necessary to encode and decode Messages

Phase Identification
Parameters

Values used to control the insertion and detection of Phase
Identification bits into the encrypted Message
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